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Abstract

Working sromen account for an increasing proportion of
maternity apparel sa1es, but at present, knowledge of their
clothing behaviours is Iimited. past research has

dernonstrated that an understanding of apparel consumer

markets may be gained by examining purchase decision

behaviour. The purpose of this study was to examine one

component of maternity empl-oyment apparel purchase

decisions, that being the perceived importance of evaluative
criteria.

A convenience sample of childbirth education

participants from Winnipeg area was surveyed. A total of
203 took part, giving a 658 response rate. Respondents vrere

primarily first-time mothers, aged 25 to 29. The majority
were employed in professional or clerical occupations,

earned $20r000 to 940r000 a year, and reported household

incomes of 940,000 to 970,000.

OveralI, respondents were confident in their ability to
dress professionally, felt that wearing appropriate clothing
during pregnancy was important to career success, and

perceived themselves as being highly visible to others in
the workplace. They erere miIdIy dissatisfied with the

market selection of maternity employment apparel.

Respondents exhibited a neutral career orientation, and

positive attitudes toward pregnancy.

Comfort was rated as the most important consideration
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in apparer purchase decisions, followed by expands with
figurer appropriate for work, fit, and non-restricting
style. Personal preference $ras identified as the most

important source of clothing information.
Five hypotheses were tested. The first deart with

identification of dimensions of evaruative criteria
importance ratings. Apprication of factor analysis to the
data reveared three importance dimensions, raberred
Appearance, practicality, and Economy.

The remaining four hypotheses examined relationships
between evaluative criteria factors and the foltowing:
product purchase characteristics, demographics, consumer and

situationar characteristics, and perceived importance of
clothing information sources. One-way ANOVA, simple linear
regression, and Pearson product-moment correlations tùere

used to test these hypotheses.

A negative rerationship was identified between the
perceived importance of economy-oriented evaluative criteria
and oubfit price. positive rerationships $rere identified
between perceived importance of appearance-oriented

criteria, and both maternity employment wardrobe

expenditures and perceived importance of crothing during
pregnancy. Positive relationships existed between the
perceived importance of practicarity-oriented criteria, and

both serf-confidence in dress and perceived importance of
clothing during pregnancy.

lv



Positive associations existed between the perceived

importance of intrapersonal information sources and scores
on each evaluative criteria factor. positive correrations
were also identified for the Appearance factor and

interpersonalr print, retail, audio-visuar, and professional
information indices.

!{hile individual product, demographic, and consumer

characteristics courd be used to predict the perceived

importance of maternity emproyment apparel evaruative
criteria, they were not important predictors. Generally,
they courd not account for more than rOt of variation in the
data. The exception was perceived importance of clothing,
which explained 2Lz of variation in Appearance factor index
scores. As werrr cofrelations between factors and

information source indices were of a weak to moderate

magnitude. rt was concluded that multivariate moders are
necessary to furly exprain maternity empl0yment apparet
purchase decision behaviour.
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I
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

l'{arketers recognize that a key component to success is
the ability to understand and adapt to societal changes by

developing new and innovative products or services, and

methods of selling. In recent years, women in particular
have been given increased attention by marketers. While

childbearing and motherhood have long been regarded as

women's primary responsibilitiesr ân increasing number are

expanding their roles to include work outside the home. At

present more than one-haIf of aII Canadian working-aged

women are involved in paid employment, and this number is
expected to rise (Gower, 1988). Among those entering the

workforce are a significant number who balance Lhe

traditional and the contemporary by combining the dual rol-es

of expectant mother and working woman (Bloom, 1984). While

this has demanded a restructuring of marketing techniques

for a variety of product categories, of central interest to
this investigation is the influence on the marketing of
mater.nity clothing.

Although the phenomenon of women working during their
pregnancies is not new (Groseclose, 1958), it has become

more conmon in recent years. An increasing number of women

are entering formerly male-dominated professional and

managerial occupations (Duschesne, I987), and may choose to
delay motherhood in order to establish their position in the
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workerorld (Wilkie, IggI). When these $romen do decide to
have children, they may be unwilring to remove themserves
from the labour force for any significant length of tirne as
this may hinder their career advancement (Wilkie, IggI) or
leave employers with the impression that they are not
serious about their work (postponed parenthood , LggZ). As

wellr êconoftic conditions have made the two-paycheck family
a necessity (Bartos, 1gg2). r{any women are required to work
both before and after the birth of their children in order
to maintain the standard of riving of their famiry. rn
addition, society has become more accepting of the v¡oman who

works during her pregnancy, and discrimination against the
pregnant emproyee has been outlawed (when the Mother-To_Be,
1983 ) , thus emproyed women may choose to work for as rong as
possibre during pregnancy. Recent statistics from the
united states reveal that ,,of the 42 percent of women who

work at some point during pregnancy, 48 percent are stitl
working in the third trimester" (Jimenez & Newton, L9g2, p.
82).

llarketers 9f maternity apparet are recognizing the
effect that social trends such as these have had on their
clientete. Eistorical_Iy, pregnant women have been

characterized as young, stay-at-home housewives (Grosecrose,
1958; Rivard, I97B). As early as I9Zg, Gluck characterized
the conternporary consumer of maternity apparer as ,,order,

more fashion-conscious, may be working during much of her
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pregnancy, and has more to spend that her counterpart a fer¿

years ago" (p. 33). Working women no$/ account for a large

share of maternity apparel sales (Burggraf, I9B7b), are

responsibre for the growth in the maternity apparel industry
(Greer, 19BB ) .

At the same time, there is very little published

information pertaining to the characteristics of the working

expectant mother as a consumer of maternity apparel. Given

the growing importance of working women to the maternity

apparel industry, producers and sellers of maternity

clothing may find it beneficial to develop a more thorough

understanding of the clothing behaviours of this group.

Statement of the Problem

Past research has demonstrated that an understanding of
consumer target groups may be gained by examining strategies
which precede the decision to purchase a product. For

certain products tabelled as high involvement products, of
which clothing is one, the individual may devote a great

deal of time and effort to making the purchase decision.

High involvement products may offer the user a great deal of
personal satisfaction and they are generally perceived as

being representative of one's self-image. Thus, they may

also be associated with a high level of perceived risk of
making an inappropriate choice (Laurent & Kapferer, f9B5).

In high-involvement product purchase decisions, the

individual may be more likeIy to spend considerable time
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searching for product information and assessing the relative
benefits of each alternative using this information in order
to reduce the revel of perceived risk associated with the
purchase. The decision strategies employed in this effort
are considered to be refrective of a variety of internal and

external factors. Thus it may be possible to profile
consumers by assessing the purchase decision process.

within the area of clothing research, consumer groups

have been described in terms of patterns of infornation
sources consulted in the search process (t{idgIey, 1993;

Shim, 1986) and evaluative criteria used in product

comparison (cassilr & Drake, Lgg7a, rggTb; Eckman, Damhorst,

& Kadolph, I990; Jenkins e Dickey, L976¡ Kel1ey, Strother,
Blouin, & Crouch, L986¡ Shim, 1986). The latter method is
seen as being particularly useful because evaluative
criteria are regarded as stable manifestations of consumer

motives (Engel, Blackwell, c Miniard, 19g6). Research that
has pursued this topic of investigation typicarry has sought

to examine the underlying dimensions of evaruative criteria
used in clothing purchase decisions.. Dimensions of

evaruative criteria usage have been rerated to consumer

values and attitudes, lifestyle, and demographic variables.
Eowever, a host of other factors may be indicative of
prepurchase decision processes, incruding situationar
infruences and type of planned product choice (Berk, L975¡

Shim, 1986 ) .
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Arthough various groups of women have been the focus of
research on clothing evaluative criteria, pregnant working

eromen remain an unstudied target. This, coupled with
Eckman's et al. (1990) call for further research that can be

used in consumer apparel decision process moder development,

provides the motivation for the current investigation.
The research questions that guided this study vrere:

l-. What underlying dimensions exist in the importance

ratings assigned to maternity employment apparel evaluative
criteria by pregnant working women?

2. what is the rerationship between consumer, demographic,

product, and situational characteristics, and evaruative
criteria importance dimensions?

3. What is the rel-ationship between the perceived

importance of information sources in maternity emproyment

apparel purchase decisions, and evaluative criteria
importance dimensions?

Study purpose

The overall purpose of this study was to describe a

sampre of pregnant working women from the winnipeg area in
terms of the perceived importance of evaluative criteria in
maternity employment apparer purchase decisions. specific
objectives of the study vrere3

1. To examine the undertying dimensions of importance

ratings given to materniEy emproyment apparer evaruative

criteria by a sample of pregnant working women;
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2. To determine the relationship between selected

demographic, consumer, product, and siEuational

characteristics and importance dimensions of evaruative

criteria; and

3. To determine the relationship between the perceived

importance of selected information sources in maternity

employment apparel purchase decisions, and importance

dimensions of evaluative criteria.
Study Rationale

Within the naternity apparel industry there is a high

Ievel of competition for the consumer,s dollar, as only a

small proportion of all women are pregnant at any given

time, and maternity clothing is needed by these women for
only a few months. As wellr pregnânt individuals may be

reluctant to spend a great deal of money on a wardrobe that
will only be worn for a short time. Although the working

woman may spend more on maternity apparel than her stay-at-
home counterpart (Gluck , 1978), she may still have a limited
budget. t¡liller 's ( f 985 ) study revealed that among the

former category, almost half estimated they spent g250 or

less (U. S. funds) on their working wardrobe.

A limited number of studies within the clothing and

textile speciarization have examined the apparer preferences

and needs of the pregnant working $roman (Greer, ISBB;

ttiller, I985; Robichaud, I987). This empirical research is
of varue to designers and manufacturers who are concerned
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with developing maternity apparel that is suited to the

lifestyle demands of the working woman. The present study,

which is an att.empt to examine bhe importance of various

clothing characteristics to pregnant working women when they

purchase maternity employment apparel, mây assist both

producers and sellers of maternity apparel in focusing on

unfulfilled needs. As welI, knowledge of the criteria which

consumers of maternity emptoyment apparel may rely on in

evaluating products, and the information sources which

influence consumer choicer mây assist marketers in
disseminating information on important product

characteristics through appropriate channels. Burggraf

(I987a) notes that finding cost-effective methods by which

to inform potential customers of product offerings is a

significant problem for maternity apparel retailers.
Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study, the following

definitions apply:

Pregnant working women: Those $romen who are pursuing paid

employment outside of the home during aII or part of their
pregnancy.

Maternitv emplovment apparel: Maternity outfits that are

representative of what the individual- chooses for work

during pregnancy.

Source of information: Any supplier of verbal-, visual, or

written information of a subjective or factuar nature which
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a consumer may consult to learn more about a product or

product crass prior to making a purchase decision. This may

incrude internar sources such as existing product knowredge

or personal taste.
Evaruative criteria: Attributes or specifications that are

used to compare and evaluate products t oÍ brands of a

product.

satisfaction with maternitv empiovment apparel: Lever of
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the styles and

serection of maternity employment apparer avairable from the

ready-to-$Jear market .

serf-confidence in dress during pregnancy: perceived rever
of confidence in the abitity to dress in a professionar or

appropriate manner for work during pregnancy.

Perceived importance of clothing during pregnancy:

rndividual perceptions of the value of maternity employment

apparel in assisting career advancement and maintaining
professional working relations with others.

career orientation: The extent to which one's work is viewed

as a source of personal enjoyment and satisfaction rather

than simply a source of income.

Attitude toward pregnancy: Individual feelings of

satisfaction toward the prospect. of motherhood and the

physical changes that accompany pregnancy.



CHAPTER 2

REVIE!'¡ OF LITERATURE

Presented in this chapter is a review of literature
relevant to the study of maternity employment apparel

purchase decisions by pregnant working women. Topics to be

discussed include: (a) conceptual framework, (b) evaruative
criteria usage in clothing purchase decisions, (c)

information search in clothing purchase decisions, (d)

relationship between information search and evaruative
criteria usage, (e) mediating variabres in ctothing purchase

decisions, and (f) research on pregnant individuals'
clothing behaviours.

Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework for this study was the Engel,
BlackweIl, and ttiniard (EBM) Extended Problem Solving (EpS)

t¡todel of consumer Behaviour. The model was f irst deveroped

in f963 by Engel, Koll-at, and Blackwel], and revised in
1973, L978, 1982, and f9B6 (Engel et â1., 1986). This model

depicts consumer decision making as a five-stage process

consisting of: (a) problem recognition, (b) information

search, (c) alternative evaluation, (d) purchase, and (e)

outcomes.

The EBM ttodel of Consumer Behaviour was chosen as a
theoreticar basis for the study for several reasons. rt
depicts consumer decision making as a process rather than a
discrete act, while atso acknowledging that consumers need
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not proceed through aII stages of the process before making

a product choice. fn addition, it is comprehensive in the

recognition of the influence of individual characteristics,
as well as social and situational variables, on the decision
process. The EBM Model has been used in a number of studies

as a basis for describing the process by which consumers

make clothing choices (B1ackwell & HiIIiker, I978; CassiLl &

Drake, 1987a, 1987b; Jenkins a Dickey, I976; Shim, I986;

Shim & Drake, 1990).

The nost recent revision of the modet is based on the

premise that all purchase decisions can be classified on a

"continuum of decision process strategies based on the

extent of active reasoning underlying the behaviour" (Engel

et â1., 1986, p. 82). At one end of this continuum lies EPS

decision making, which occurs when a purchase is perceived

as having a high degree of personal importance, competing

alternatives are seen as having different but desirable

characteristics, and there is sufficient time to consider

a1l product possibilities. Such purchase decisions are

characterized by a high degree of motivation to search for
information on alternatives, and a lengthy deliberation
period. Routine problem solving (RPS), which represents the

opposite end of the continuum, involves the Ieast

expenditure of decision Lime and energy, and is
characteristic of the majority of daily purchases in which

consumers may be involved. The individual is hypobhesized
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to proceed directly from probrem recognition to purchase.

EPS processes are considered to be characteristic of
crothing purchases, particularry purchases of items of
apparel which are perceived as being expensive and highry
visible to the public, because clothing is 1abelled as a

high involvement product (Laurent & Kapferer, r9B5).
The present study focused on components of the second

and third stages of the Eps consumer decision making process

as they apply to the purchase of maternity emproyment

appareì-. The folrowing discussion wirl deal with search and

alternative evaruation as they are conceptualized in the EBM

model.

Information Search

once an individual has recognized a discrepancy of
significant proportions between existing circumstances and

an ideal state of affairs, it is hypothesized that there
will be motivation to search for information about products
and/or brands that wilr satisfy the perceived need. The

individuar wilt begin with a mental search of existing
knowledge. If this proves to be inadequate, external
search, "a motivated and compretery voruntary decision to
seek new information" (Engel et â1., 19g6, p. 68) may be

undertaken. rnformation may be obtained through three
general types of sources (Cox, l-967). These include
marketer-dominated sources such as retail saJ_espeopre, store
displays, or retail catalogues; personal sources such as
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familyr friends, and work colleagues; or neutrar sources

such as consumer advocates or professionar organizations.
Product inspection and previous product knowredge have been

identified as additional sources of information (Hawkins,

Best, & Coney, 1983).

Alternative Evaluation

Enger et al-. (1986) suggest that information search and

arternative evaruation may occur armost simurtaneousry.

Evaluative criteria, "the standards and specifications used

by consumers in comparing and assessing alternatives,,
(Jenkins & Dickey, L976, p. I5I), form the basis for
alternative evaluation, but may also affect information
search. Consumers may engage in external search to
determine which product or brand criteria are most

important, or to obtain information on pre-selected

attributes. Although a wide variety of criteria may be

important to the consumer, it is assumed that generally six
or fewer will be considered in the arternative evaruation
process (Engel et â1., f9B6).

Evaruative criteria usage in clothing purchase Decisions

Researchers have found various criteria to be important
in the serection of apparer. Blackwelr and Hirliker's
(1978) series of focused group interviews revealed that
among the evaLuative criteria reported as being importanL to
female consumers vJere colour, fitr price, method of garment

care, and guarity of construction for dresses; fit and styre
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for skirts; fit, fibre content, and design for jeans.

O'Bannon, Feather, Vann, and Dillard (1988) concluded that
economic factors such as price, finding the best buy for
one's moneyr Çârm€Dt care, and obtaining garments that co-
ordinate with one's wardrobe $rere important considerations
in clothing choices of wheelchair-bound individuals. t¡tartin
(L97L-721 found female consumers of formal dresses to be

more concerned with the physical- characteristics of their
clothing, such as price, colour, and style, than the

psychological implications of brand name, store name, and

salespeople's evaluations of the garment.

Eckman et al. ( 1990 ) used a free response survey

technique to examine evaluative criteria used by female

apparel shoppers. Individuals were surveyed at the point of
purchase in an attempt to obtain a comprehensive picture of
salient garment qualities. A language analysis system was

employed to sort responses into four general categories, and

L7 subcategories of evaluative criteria. The category of
aesthetics consisted of colour/pattern, styling, fabric,
unigueness, and appearance. Usefulness criteria included

versatility, matching with other owned garments,

appropriateness for specific occasions, and utility. Fit,
comfort, carer âDd workmanship comprised the performance and

quality category. FinaIly, a category of extrinsic criteria
vtas identifiedr which included price, brand, and

competition.
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Eckman et aI. (1990) found styring to be the most

important type of criteria, both for garment purchases in
general, and in specific garment purchase decisions.
Appearance and workmanship were next in importance for
general garment purchase decisions. However, colour/pattern
and fit forl-owed styring as important considerations in
specific garment purchase decisions.

rn contrast to the sorting scheme used by Eckman eL al_.

(1990), several studies have sought to examine the

underlying dimensions of evaruative criteria using the

technique of factor anaJ-ysis. cassirr and Drake's (r9g7a)

survey of 842 female consumers resulted in the

identification of three dimensions of sociar apparel
evaluative criteria. The first was labelled an

Appropriateness factor, and contained the criteria of
suitability to the individual, good fit, beautifut or
attractive, quality of construction, appropriate for
occasion, comfort, and fabric type and quarity. pricer good

buy' ease of care, and durability arr roaded on an Economy

factor. cassilr and Drake's other-peopre Directed factor
contained the criteria of prestige, sexy, brand and store
name.

cassilr and Drake (1987a) were onry abre to identify
one major dimension to the evaluative criteria used by

female consumers of emproyment apparel. They rabetred it an

Evaluative factor. rt contained art the criteria
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investigated in their study, r¡ith the exception of sexy.
However shim (1986)' using the same variabres, and a simirar
sample and research design, \â¡as able to identify four
evaluative criteria dimensions for emproyment apparer
purchase decisions. Her euality consciousness factor
included fabric type and quality, quality of construction,
fibre content, and durability. prestige, sexiness,
fashionabirity and brand and store name arl loaded on the
social Directedness factor. The criteria of suitability to
the individual, appropriate for occasion, and fit comprised
the third factor of Appropriateness; whire those of price
and good buy were incruded in the Economics factor.

Two studies have sought to describe consumers in terms
of the evaruative criteria used to make apparer purchase
decisions. Jenkins and Dickey (Lg76) investigated the
underlying dimensions of evaruative criteria used by 224

femare apparel consumers of low and middle socioeconomic
standing. An initial factor anarysis of 6t criteria
reveared two main categories. The first, r.aberred an

Appearance factor incruded criteria related to fashion,
style, and appearance of clothing. Those in the
Practicality factor related to garment care, comfort,,
versatility, pricer coDStÍuction details, performance, and
durability.

consumers erere classified into four groups based on

their orientations toward these two dimensions of evaluative
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criteria. The first Çroupr described as Fashion Advocates,
primariry based their crothing purchase decisions on

criteria related to the desire for approvar from members of
their reference group. euality Seekers looked mainly to
details of fabric, construction, fit, and performance in
their eval-uation of garments. Frugal Aesthetes were rargely
concerned with aspects of garment appearance and brand name,

the desire for approval from significant others, and getting
the best varue for their money. concerned pragmatics $rere

primarily interested in clothing quality, care, and

performance. However, they also rated economy, brand name,

and conservate styring as sarient apparer attributes.
Kelley et aI. (1986) examined consumer preference for

t6 aesthetic and performance evaluative criteria across four
garment types and six age groups. cruster analysis was used

to identify distinct types of apparer purchasers among a

sample of r03 females. The High Expectations group gave

high ratings to performance evaLuative criteria for
innerwear and outerwear across arl age groups. rndividuals
who comprised the Low Expectations group gave the. lowest

evaruations to performance characteristics, arthough they

were srightry higher for outerwear than for innerwear. The

two remaining groups, Irtiddre of the Roaders and changeabres,

gave intermediate ratings to performance criteria, while
also rating these slightly higher for outerwear than

innerwear. similar evaruations were given to aesthetic
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criteria by all four groups.

rn summary, while apparer consumers appear to look to
many aspects of their clothing when making purchase

decisions, there appear to be distinct dimensions to these
criteria. Survey formats, employing a distinct set of
criteria for individuals to rate in terms of importance in
the purchase decision, comprise the bypicar method of
exploring this area of crothing behaviour. Eckman's et ar.
(1990) research methodorogy represents a new investigative
approach.

rnformation search in crothing purchase Decisions

clothing researchers have not onry been concerned with
investigating the sarience of information sources to apparel
consumers, but also with examining dimensions of information
search.

Blackwelr and Hilriker (l-9zg), found that for dress
purchases' personaJ- sources were consurted most often by

femare consumers, while they regarded store displays as an

important source of information in casuaJ_ clothing
purchases. rn contrast King (r965) found technicar sources

of fashion information such as fashion shows and magazines,

fashion ads in newspapers, and retail shopping trips were

rated as most important by femare consumers of fashion
apparer. Polegato and l{arl (1990) in a comparison of the
information seeking behaviour of fashion opinion leaders and

followers, concluded that both groups consurted marketer-
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dominated, consumer-dominated, and neutral sources to rearn
aboul crothing fashions. However, there was a greater

frequency of usage among readers for alr sources. At the
same time, both groups attached the greatest importance to
consumer-dominated information sourcesr pârticularty
observations of clothing s¡orn in public places and

classmates.

A comparison of the information sources used by single
men and women revealed that both groups relied armost

entirely on information avaitable through retailer-
controrled or personar sources when making crothing choices
(Bruner, I988). However, single females attached more

importance to catalogues, in-store displâys, magazine

advertisements, personar taste, observations of what others
$¡ear, terevision programs, and magazine articLes than did
single males.

Chowdhary ( I989 ) examined media usage of colJ_ege

students and individuars aged 65 and older. white she found

that younger respondents had a higher overall media usage

rate than older individuals, within both groups consumer-

dominated sources of information were more popurar than

either marketer-dominated or neutrar sources. sociar
gatherings and public places vrere rated as most important by

correge students, while within the order group, femare and

male television performers were given the highest ratings.
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The investigation by o'Bannon et ar. (t98s) revealed
that mail order catarogues erere used frequently by al_most

harf of their sampre of wheelchair-bound individuals.
Family members were also given a high rating.

Rabolt (1984) examined the relative influence of
reference group and marketer-dominated sources on career
dress adoption of professional $romen. Female friends and

co-workers erere the most commonly mentioned personal sources

of information. women's business magazines, retail crothing
displays, fashion magazines, and business clothing
departments in retair stores sTere the most widely used

marketer-dominated sources .

shim (r986) was concerned with examining the underrying
dimensions of emproyment apparer information sources used by

1034 working women. she identified six types of sources,

not six types of information searchers, as was concluded in
the study.

A variety of magazines, as well as nevrspaper

advertisements and newspaper articles were contained in the
Print-oriented factor. Terevision commerciars and programs

and radio advertisements hrere the variables loading on the
Audio-visuar factor. Those roading on the store rntensive
factor included crothing disprays in retair sÈores, rooking
around the store, and retail store catalogues. The

Professionar Advice dimension contained two information
source variabres: dress for success seminars and personal_
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shoppers or wardrobe consultants. Finally, the Pal Advice

factor included friends and career colleagues as well as

family and relatives.
Itlidgley (1983) surveyed 500 males in order to examine

patterns of information search for suits. the amount and

type of information used to make the purchase decisionr âs

well as the length of time spent in prepurchase deliberation
erere investigated. lfidgley was able to identify five
patterns of information seeking. Individuals who displayed

the spouse-assisted pattern relied heavily on their wives

for clothing advice and spent IittIe time considering the

alternatives before making a choice. Members of the peer-

assisted group used their peers as both verbal and visual
sources of information. Individuals who exhibited the

extensive external search pattern spent the most time

gathering information, and collected it primarily from

reLailers. Two minimal external search patterns r¡rere

identified, deliberate and decisive. Individuals displaying
these patterns differed littIe in sources consulted, but

could be differentiated with respect to the length of time

alternatives lrere considered prior to purchase. Almost half
of ttlidgley's sample displayed the latter two types of search

behaviour. Another important finding was that interpersonaL

sources of information were dominant in use, almost to the

exclusion of retail and neutral sources.
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These studies of apparel consumer information search

display commonalities. rt appears that personar sources are
largeJ-y rer-ied on f or crothing inf ormation. Midgley ( 1gg3 )
concruded that "the purchase of products whose primary
function may be sociar is rikery to invoke the search for
information from other individuars rather than objective or
impersonal sources,, (p. g2). Role models and peers
represent frequently used personal information sources.
Finally, Midgley's finding of rimited information search by
a large proportion of his sample pararlels study findings of
information search by durabre goods consumers (see for
example KieI & Layton, tg8t).

Relationship BeLween rnformation search and
Evaluative Criteria Usage

Within the EBM mode1, the five stages of the purchase
decision are not viewed as a single chain of events, but as
a potentially reversible process in which one stage may
influence preceding and subsequent stages. shim (1g86)
suggests that "knowredge of evaruative criteria may be
useful clues as to the type of information the consumer wilr
find relevant in evaLuating the product,, (p. 35). The
reverse may also be true.

very tittre research exists which has examined the
rerationship between information search and salience of
evaluative criteria in crothing purchase decisions. shim
(1986) identified a positive rerationship between her sociar-
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Directedness factor of employment apparel evaluative

criteria and the Print, Audio-Visual, Professional Advice,

and PaI Advice information search factors. A negative

relationship was identified for the Store Intensive search

factor. As welI, a negative relationship existed between

her Appropriateness evaluative criteria factor and the

Audio-Visual search factor. Shim's study provides support

for further investigation of associations between the two

purchase decision stages.

Mediating Variables in Clothing Purchase Decisions

Differences in purchase decision behaviour are

considered to be primarily a function of individual

characteristics, and social and situational influences

(Enge1 et al., 1986). Clothing researchers have examined

many variables that may have an impact on decision process

behaviour. Those of interest in the current investigation

include demographics, consumer characteristics, situational
characteristics, and product characteristics.

Demographics

Demographic variables have been relied on to explain

differences in evaluative criteria usage among apparel

consumers. Jenkins and Dickey (L976) found marital status,
respondent's .educational leveI, spouse's educational level,
respondent's occupation, size of famiJ-y, number of children,

and social class to be indicative of membership in four

consumer groups displaying different patterns of evaluative
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criteria usage. similarly, Kertey et ar. (r996) used the
demographic variables of respondent's age, sociar class,
family composition, and number of household incomes to
describe four consumer groups having different clothing
criteria orientations.

other studies provide indirect support for the use of
demographic variables to explain purchase decision

behaviour. l-tiller (1985 ) identif ied occupation and

education as infruencing garment preferences of pregnant

working women. As werl, styres of clothing chosen for work

varied with age, education, and occupation of respondents.

Gutman and Mills (1982) emptoyed the variables of age,

income, education, marital status, and work status to
describe seven fashion life-styte groups differing in
fashion leadership, interest, importance, and attitudes.
Consumer Characteristics

rndividual differences in beriefs, attitudes, opinions,
values, and lifestyJ.e are thought to play a large part in
explaining variation in purchase decision behaviour (shim,

1986). A comparison of career-oriented and just-a-job
working women reveal-ed differences in the evaluative
criteria used to make clothing choices for sociar situations
(cassill & Drake, r9g7b). The former groups praced emphasis

on the appropriateness of their clothing to the individual
and the occasion, whire members of the ratter were most

concerned with economic criteria. t¡tilrer (r995) found
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career orientation to be a determinant of clothing styles
chosen for work among her sample of pregnant individuals.

CassiII and Drake (I987a) also looked at the

associations between social and employment apparel

evaluative criteria factors and a number of lifestyle
factors. Among their findings tras a positive relationship
between their Appropriateness dimension of social apparel

criteria and general self-confidence in one's lifestyte.
There also existed a positive association betçueen the

Evaluative factor of employment apparel evaluative criteria
and this self-confidence variable. Satisfaction with Iife
was positively correlated with the Appropriateness factor,
but negatively associated with the Economic factor of social
apparel evaluative criteria. It $ras also negatively

correlated with the Evaluative dimension of employment

apparel criteria.
A specific component of self-confidence, confidence j-n

the ability to dress professionally for work, has been

examined as a determinant of information seeking behaviour.

It has been suggested that consumers' level of confidence

with respect to a particular task may influence the amount

of risk perceived in a decision relating to that task

(Locander & Hermann, L9791. As a result, specific self-
confidence may influence purchase decision behaviour.

Shim (1986) identified a positive relationship between

this type of self-confidence and the use of print, retail,
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and personal information sources. Rabort (r994) found that
working women who possessed this form of self-confidence
vrere less likely to seek clothing inforrnation from peopre

outside the workplace.

Rabort (r984) arso examined Èhe relationship between

serf-perceptions of the importance of clothing in career

advancement and professionar achievement, and information
seeking behaviour. women who attached a high perceived

importance to clothing were more rikery to use marketer-

dominated sources of information such as magazines, books,

catalogues, nehrspapers and retailers. As well, work

associates were reried on more heaviry by these individuars.
Mirler (r985) explored a similar concept among pregnant

working women, which she labelled perceived job

effectiveness. this variabre was defined as one,s attitude
toward the role of clothing appearance as an infruence on

perceptions of worth in Lhe workprace. ltirrer identified a

relationship between perceived job effectiveness and both

maternity career apparel style choices and outfiL
preferences. She concluded that. study participants
perceived clothing as having the abiì.ity to infruence their
effectiveness on the job.

Situational Characteristics

Belk (r975) defined situational variables as inctuding
physical surroundings, social surroundings, temporal

perspectives, task definition, and antecedent states. Kwon
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(I988) suggested the existence of two types of situational
influences, exogenous influences such as weather and time

constraints; and endogenous influences such as mood,

clothing orientation, and personality. Although situational
influences are considered to be an important determinant of
purchase decision behaviour, they have been examined in only
two clothing-related studies.

Both Shim (1986) and Rabolt (1984) explored the

infruence of situationar variabres on clothing information
seeking behaviour. Rabolt found that sromen who believed an

implicit dress code existed in their place of employment

were more likely to look to work associates for ctothing
information, while length of time in one,s job was found to
have negative associations with seeking infomation from this
source. Career line, which Rabolt defined as the path one,s

career follows, r¡¡as positively related to the seeking of
clothing advice from individuals outside the workplace.

Shim found that women who perceived time pressure when

shopping for clothing $rere less Iikely to rely on print
sources of apparel information. Both researchers found

level of visibility in the workplace to be a nonsignificant
influence on information search.

Product Characteristics

The price of an outfit, as well as the type of outfit
which an individual plans to purchase have both been

examined as determinants of purchase decision behaviour.
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Shim ( 1986 ) found a negative relationship between outfit
price and the use of audio-visual information sources, buL

price had a positive association with the use of
professional sources of clothing information. Ketley et al.
(1986) identified type of garment as influencing the

salience of aesthetic and performance evaruative criteria in
clothing selection. As well, BlackweII and Hilliker (f978)

concluded that the type of apparel being purchased

influenced the relative importance assigned to social
apparel evaluative criteria.

In summary, there appears to be a wide range of

variables which may be examined as determinants of purchase

decision behaviour. Although demographic and consumer

variables have been investigated the most extensively,

situation and product variables also offer avenues for
further study.

Research on Pregnant Individuals' Clothing Behaviours
rrOlder expectant mothers, more $romen working during

pregnancy, and more first-born children has brought renewed

attention to the maternity apparel market" (Greer, I988,

p.2). As a result, the body of research examining the

clothing behaviours of this target group has expanded.

Topics that have been investigated include the influence of
attitude toward pregnancy on clothing behaviour, clothing
preferences, and clothing attitudes and satisfaction.
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Influence of Attitude Tov¡ard Pregnancv on Clothing Behaviour

Kernaleguen (1980) suggested that an individual's
attitude toward pregnancy may influence the styles of
maternity apparel chosen: women who express favourable

attitudes may be more likely to choose figure-revealing

styles, while figure-concealing apparel may be preferred

among vJomen with less favourable attitudes toward pregnancy.

Dowdeswell and Kernaleguen (L975) examined the

relationship between attitudes and adjustment to pregnancy

and values which pregnant individuals express through

clothing. Women who pJ-aced a high value on aesthetics

tended to show a strong concern for the well-being of their
unborn child; while a high psychic comfort value was

indicative of $rorry about the babyr ârr unfavourable attitude
towards pregnancy, and the reporting of many somatic

symptoms throughout the course of pregnancy. Women who

valued clothing as a means of social acceptance were more

likely to look to others for emotional support during

pregnancy. Those who valued clothing for social recognition

tended not to have favourable attitudes towards pregnârìc!r

and reported the occurrence of many somatic symptoms.

Rivard (1978) explored the relationship between

attitude toward pregnancy and the onset of $¿earing maternity

clothing. No statistically significant association between

the two variables was found. However, individuals'
perceptions of their family's attitude toward pregnancy did
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influence when they began wearing maternity clothing. This

relationship was significant only for v¡omen who had other

children, or v¿ho had been previously pregnant. As eref I,
Rivard found respondents' perceptions of their friends'
attitudes toward pregnancy influenced the onset of wearing

maternity clothing among career-oriented and noncareer-

oriented working women.

Clothing Preferences

Popular Iiterature suggests that women's clothing
preferences change Iittle from the prepregnancy state
through to pregnancy (OIder-Mom Trend, I988). Several

empirical studies have examined the apparel preferences of
pregnant individuals.

Robichaud ( 1987 ) compared the employment apparel

preferences of 72 postpartum women after and during
pregnancy. The dress was rated as being most popular at both

points in time, foJ-Iowed by the pants and blouse

combination. The jumper and blouse combination assumed

third place during pregnancy but not after pregnancy, when

the skirt with blouse was preferred. The skirt and jacket

outfit was given the lowest overall rating during pregnancy.

Greer (1988) examined the frequency v¡ith which sixteen
types of maternity apparel were purchased. Twenty percent

of the Lzl- respondents had purchased many dresses, this
being the most popular choice. Another 60t had purchased

some dresses. Slacks also appeared to be popularr âs 67\ of
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the women reported purchasing some pants. skirts were

relatively unpopular, as 60t of respondents had purchased

few skirts, and l2t had not purchased any. Over 5Ot of the
respondents had purchased none or few jumpers.

High fashion garments were more popurar than crassic or
casual styles among Miller,s (1985) sample of pregnant

working women. As werl, l{irrer examined preferences for
eight types of maternity outfits. The dress was strongly
preferred. The jumper with blouse was rated as second most

popular, followed closefy by the pants and blouse

combination. skirts with brouses were given the lowest

rating.
Clothinq Attitudes and Satisfaction

Popurar literature has portrayed pregnant individuars,
particularly pregnant working women, as being unhappy with
availabre maternity clothing (The Grey Frannel ttaternity
Suit, 1983; Otder-Mom Trend, l98B). However, this
supposition does not appear to be entirely supported by

empirical research.

A 1983 poll commissioned by Levi Strauss, tiaternity
9{ear division found that less than zoz of women desired more

fashion, style, or variety in maternity clothing (cited in
Burggraf, r987a). Mirrer (1985) reported almost two-thirds
of her sample of pregnant working women $¡ere satisfied with
overalr selection, while more than two-thirds of Greer,s
(1988) respondents were either satisfied or strongly
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satisfied with available mabernity apparel. Fashion level,
price, and sizing $rere clothing features with which

respondents were most dissatisfied in Greer's study.

tliller (1985) also examined problems encountered in
finding appropriate maternity clothing for work. Forty

percent of respondents reported no problems. For the

remainder, complaints of limited selection in terms of price
range, quality, and special-ity sizes were most conmon.

In contrast to these studies conducted in the United

States, Robichaud's (1987) Canadian sample of postpartum

women were quite unhappy with the selection of maternity

employment apparel. ¡,tore than two-thirds could not f ind the

apparel they wanted in the ready-to-wear market. The

primary reason, given by more than one-third of respondents,

was that maternity clothing was not in keeping with current
fashion trends. Poor quality and limited choice of sizes

$¡ere also conmon responses.

In summary, there is evidence that attitude toward

pregnancy is indicative of clothing behaviour. The findings
regarding clothing preferences point to a strong preference

for dresses during pregnancy. This research also hints at
the possibility of differences in market offerings in Canada

and the United States, as reflected in clothing satisfaction
data.
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Summary

Pregnant working women represent an important target
market for producers and sellers of maternity apparel. past

research supports the study of clothing evaruative criteria
as a means of describing consumers of maternity emproyment

apparel. As well, previous investigations point to the

usefulness of demographics, and consumer, situationar, and

product characteristics in explaining differences in
benefits sought from maternity emproyment apparel. There is
some evidence of rerationships between the information

search and arternative evaluation phases of apparel purchase

decisions.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Ittethodological topics discussed in this chapter include

(a) hypotheses, (b) description of instrument, (c) selection

of sample, (d) pilot test, (e) data collection procedure,

(f) validity and reliability assessment of instrument, (9)

statistical anal-ysis procedures, and (h) assumptions and

timitations of the investigation.

Hypotheses

The objectives of the study $rere threefold: to examine

the dimensionality of maternity employment apparel

evaluative criteria importance ratings; to examine the

relationship between evaluative criteria importance

dimensions and selected consumer, demographicr product, and

situational characteristics; and to examine the relationship

between evaluative criteria importance dimensions and the

perceived importance of information sources in maternity

employment apparel purchase decisions.

Based on these objectives, five hypotheses were

formulated. giith the exception of the first hypothesis, alI
erere stated in the nuII form. The review of lit.erature

provides considerable evidence that it is possible to

identify dimensions of clothing evaluative criteria. It

does not however point to clearly defined directional
relationships between clothing evaluative criteria
importance dimensions and the selected consumer,
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demographic, product, and situationar characteristics, and

information sources under investigation.
1. rt wirr be possible to identify dimensions in the

importance ratings given to maternity employment apparel

evaluative criteria.
2- There wilr be no rerationship between evaruative
criteria importance dimensions and the product

characteristics of:
(a) price of outfit
(b) type of outfit.

3. There wilr be no relationship between evaLuative

criteria importance dimensions and the demographic

characteristics of:
(a) age
(b) education
(c) household income
(d) personal income
(e) occupation
(f) Iength of time in employment
(g) maternity employment wardrobe expenditures(h) month of pregnancy
(i) month when maternity clothing was first vrorn.

4. There wilr be no rerationship between evaruative

criteria importance dimensions and the consumer and

situational characteristics of :

(a) self-confidence in dress during pregnancy
(b) perceived importance of clothing duiing -

pre9nancy
(c) satisfaction with maternity employment apparel(d) attitude toward pregnancy
(e) career orientation
(f) visibility to superiors and the public.

5. There wirr be no rerationship between evaluative
criteria importance dimensions and the perceived importance
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of information sources in maternity employment apparel

purchase decisions.

Description of Instrument

No single instrument existed which would assist the

researcher in colrecting data in keeping with the objectives
of the study. However, Rivard ( L978 ) , Rabol-t ( r9B4 ) , Irf irler
(1985), Shim (1986), and Robichaud (1987) each had exptored

topics similar to those under investigation in the current
study. The serf-administered questionnaires constructed by

these researchers v¿ere employed in developing the final
instrument, as was other relevant information drawn from

published clothing and textiles Iiterature.
The questionnaire used in the current investigation was

formatted forrowing the guiderines of Dirlman's (r979) Total
Design Method. DilIman has suggested that by adhering to
specific criteria in the design of questions, J.ayout of the
instrument, and development of the cover letter, it is
possibre to obtain high response in mailed questionnaires.

rn addition to colrecting data on the variables used in
hypothesis testing, selected additionaL topics were explored

to provide an enhanced description of the study respondents

and their clothing behaviours. These incruded sources of
maternity employment apparel utilized by respondents, the

length of time since the most recentJ-y acquired maternity

employment outfit e¡as purchased, number of children,
employment statusr ând work setting. The final
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questionnaire is contained in Appendix A. A description of
the method of measurement for each variable follows.
Evaluative Criteria

A list of 25 evaluative criteria which may be perceived

as being important in purchases of maternity employment

apparel was derived primarily from Shim's (1986)

investigation of clothing purchase decisions of working

women. AdditionaÌ criteria considered to be specifically
relevant in the clothing choices of pregnant women vrere

identified from Kernaleguen's (1980) work.

Respondents were asked to evaluate the importance of
each criterion in the decision to buy their most recently
acquired outfit that was typical of what sras worn to work

during pregnancy. A four-point scale was used to assess

perceived importance, with response categories of not

important (I), somewhat important (2), important (3), and

verv important (4).

Information Sources

Twenty-nine information sources that pregnant working

I¡Jomen may rery on for crothing information were identified
from studies conducted by Brunner (1988), O'Bannon et aI.
(1988), Polegato and !{all (f980), Rabolt (1984), and Shim

(I986). As welI, articles pertaining to the marketing of
maternity apparel (Gluck, l-978; Burggraf, t978a, t97Bb) $rere

used to complete this list. Personal and marketer-dominated

sources were predominant among those identified, as there
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are very few neutrar sources which can supply crothing
information (lridg1ey, I983 ) .

Respondents were asked to evaluate the perceived

importance of each source in their most recent purchase of a

maternity outfit that was typicat of what was $rorn to work

during pregnancy. The response scale was the same as that
used in assessing the perceived importance of evaruative
criteria.
Consumer and Situational Composite Indices

composite indices $rere used to measure the individual's
self-confidence in dress during pregnancy, perceived

importance of clothing during pregnancy, satisfaction with
maternity employment apparelr âttitude toward pregnancy,

career orientation, and visibiJ.ity to superiors and the
public. All items comprising the indices were evaluated by

respondents using five-point Likert scares, with response

categories of strongrv disagree (1), disagree (2), neutrar
(3)' agree (4\, and strongry agree (5). Respondent index

scores vrere derived by summing scores for the individual
items comprising each index. À discussion of the indices
follows. A list of the items comprising each index is
cont.ained in Appendix B.

Self-confidence in dress during pregnancv. Self-
confidence in dress vras identified by Rabort (1994) and shim

(r986) as a variabre influencing apparer information seeking

by emproyed women. Given the rerationships found to exist
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between infornation search and evaruative criteria usage
(shim, 1986)' it was hypothesized that ser-f-confidence in
dress during pregnancy might also influence perceptions of
apparel evaluative criteria.

Rabort (1984) deveroped four items designed to measure

self-confidence in dress among working women. These were

modified to refrect the situation of pregnant working women

for use in the current study.

Perceived importance of crothinq during preqnancv.

Rabort (r984) concruded that perceived importance of
clothing influenced information seeking behaviour of working
vromen. Miller (r985) demonstrated that perceived job

effectiveness was a determinant of clothing selection.
Pregnant women who feer that the appropriate maternity
clothing may facilitate their career development and enhance

their working relationships with correagues may emphasize

different criteria in clothing purchase decisions, than
women who Eeel clothing is unimportant in this capacity.

The items comprising the measure of perceived
importance of crothing during pregnancy were adapted from
Rabo1t's (1984) study, with the exception of one item which
r'ras derived f rom Mirler's ( l9g5 ) study. This item was

substituted for one in Rabolt,s index which courd not
effectivery be adapted for use in the current study. This
item was intended to measure the same concept as those
developed by Rabolt.
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Satisfaction "ith *aternitv e*plorr*ent apparel.
satisfaction with maternity apparel has been exprored by

severar researchers (Greer, lggg; Mirrer, rgg5; Robichaud,

1987) and has been shown to be variabre among maternity
apparel consumers. However, it has noL been examined as an

influence on purchase decision behaviour.

The index, which was deveroped by the researcher,

contained two items. These v/ere intended to measure

satisfaction with both styles and serection of maternity
employment apparel.

Attitude toward pregnancv. past research has

demonstrated the infruence of attitude toward pregnancy on

clothing behaviour (Dowdeswelr & Kernaleguen, r9z5).
Therefore responses to pregnancy may influence the

evaluation of maternity emproyment appareJ_ attributes.
A measure of the individual's attitude toward pregnancy

r¿as obtained from Rivard's (r978) study. Attitudes towards
both physicar and psychologicar aspects of pregnancy were

examined. sright modifications in wording vrere made to
clarify awkward items.

Items 3, 5, 7, B, and l0 vrere worded in a negative
manner in contrast to the remaining items. Therefore the
scores for these items were reversed prior to item score
summation.

career orientation. cassirl and Drake (r9g7b) found

career orientation to be a significant predictor of the
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importance of sociar apparer evaluative criteria among

working women. Miller (r985) identified this variabre as an

infruence on naternity styles chosen for work. Thus, the

individual's career orientation may affect the perceived

importance of various maternity employment apparel

evaruative criteria. tiirter (1995) deveroped four items

designed to provide a measure of this variable. sright
modifications in wording were made to crarify awkward items.

scores for the fourth item were reversed prior to item
summation. The statement is negativery worded, in contrast
with the positive orientation of the remaining items.

Visibility to superiors and the public. Both Shim

(1986) and Rabolt (r984) found visibility in the workprace

to be a nonsignificant infruence on purchase decision

behaviour. llowever, Tayror and Langer (L977) and Davis and

Lennon (1983) noted that pregnant eromen who appear in public
may be avoided and stared at due to curtural laberling of
pregnancy as a social stigma. stautberg (19g6) cautioned

that pregnancy may become a source of distraction in the

workplace, and thaL crothing may be used to minimize this
effect. Thus, the effect of visibility in the workplace may

have greater sarience in the purchase decision behaviour of
pregnant. working $romen than working vromen.

Rabort ( 1984 ) developed two items to provide a measure

of this variabre. These were used in their original form in
the current investigation.
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Demographic Variables

Demographic variables have braditionarry been emproyed

to exprain differences in consumer decision-making
behaviours (Haley, r96g). past research has demonstrated
demographics to be usefur in expraining variation in
clothing evaluative criteria usage (Jenkins c Dickey , L976¡
Kelley et âI. , f9B6 ) ,

The demographic variabres investigated in the present
study included âgê, education, total annual household

incomer personar annuar income, occupation, rength of time
in emproyment, month of pregnancy, month when maternity
clothing was first vrorn, and maternity employment wardrobe
expendi tures .

Responses to alr variabres, with the exception of month
of pregnancy, month when maternity crothing was first erorn,
and occupation, srere made using forced-choice scales. rn
order to use occupation as a comparison variabre in the
studyr subjects were asked to indicate the job titre of
their current or most recent job, and the Canadian

classification Dictionary of occupations (ccDo) (Employment

& Irunigration Canada, 1990) was used to categorize
individuars into one of trrrenty-three major occupationar
groups. The variables of month of pregnancy and month when

maternity apparel was first e¡orn $¡ere evaluated using a

fiIl-in-the-blank format.
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Product Variables

The individual's most recent purchase of a maternity

outfit that was typicat of what was vrorn to work during

pregnancy, was used as a reference point in assessing the

perceived imporbance of evaruative criteria and information
sources in the purchase decision. Subjects indicated the

type of outfit purchased from six choice categories.

Subjects were also asked to indicate the amount of
money they had spent on this outfit. Responses eJere given

on a forced-choice scale, with response categories ranging

from less than $50 (1), to S300 or more (71.

Selection of Sample

The population that was the intended focus of this
study consisted of pregnant women in the Winnipeg area who

work during all or part of their pregnancies. Due to the

inherent difficulties of defining and obtaining a sampling

frame for this population, the decision was made to recruit
a convenience sample of women who met the aforementioned

criterion through childbirth education classes offered in
Winnipeg

Childbirth education classes are generally offered in
the evening, and are attended by expectant mothers and their
birth coaches. Although the classes are primarily oriented
towards the first-time mother, refresher courses are also

offered for multigravidae.
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DowdesweLl and Kernaleguen (L975) found that the

majority of eromen who attend childbirth education classes

are in their second or third trimesters of pregnancy.

Robichaud's (r987) study revealed that almost three-quarters

of her sample $¡ere vrearing maternity clothing by the fourth
month of pregnancy. Thus, it was felt that working women

who attend childbirth education classes would likely have

begun purchasing maternity clothing, and therefore would be

in a position to provide the researcher with information

pertaining to their maternity employment apparel purchase

decisions.

Field Test

Fo1lowing approval of the study by the Faculty of Human

Ecology Ethics Review Committee, the preliminary

questionnaire was administered to Il pregnant working women.

fn addition, three working women who had recently given

birth vrere asked to evaluate the instrument. The test was

conducted to check for clarity of wording, comprehension,

and the amount of time required for questionnaire

completion. After completing the questionnaire, the

pregnant v¡omen were asked to do a brief written evaluation

of it (see Appendix A). The instrument was revised slightly
based on individual responses and recommendations made.

Data Collection Procedure

Permission $ras obtained to recruit potential study

participants through childbirth education classes offered by
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three Winnipeg hospitals, the provincial health department,

two private instructors, and one non-profit organization.

Data collection was undertaken in classes offered between

December 1989 and May 1990.

Prenatal class members $rere approached as a group by

the researcher at each class site. They vrere provided with

a brief explanation of the purpose and significance of the

investigation, the time commitment and information required

if they wished to participat.e, and the requirements for
inclusion in the investigation. OnIy those r¡¡omen who were

currently working, or who had worked at some point during

their pregnancy, $rere invited to take part in the study.

Assurances of confidentiality of responses and anonymity

vrere made. The women $rere offered a sunmary copy of the

results as a token reward for their participation in the

study.

Women who were interested in taking part in the study,

and were eligible for inclusion, were provided with a

questionnaire, and a cover letter (see Appendix A) that

summarized the researcher's verbal address. Wherever

possible, individuals completed the questionnaire on-site

and returned it irunediately to the researcher. For the

majority of the classes attended, there was insufficient
time available for this procedure to occur. In these cases,

the women $rere directed to complete the questionnaire on

their oern time and return it by mait to the researcher.
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Postage-paid, self-addressed envelopes were provided for the
questionnaires' return. rn crasses where this latter method

of data collection was used, wherever possible the class

instructor was asked to remind the women at the following
session to return their questionnaires.

Validity and Reliability Instrument Assessment

Assessments of the validity and reliability of the

indices designed to measure self-confidence in dress during
pregnancy, perceived importance of clothing during

pregnancy, satisfaction with maternity employment apparel,

career orientation, and attitude toward pregnancy vrere made

following data collection. Comparisons erere made with

assessments conducted by previous researchers.

To determine reliability of the scales, Cronbach,s

alpha was used. The value of alpha is dependent on the

number of items in the scale, and the mean interitem
correlation. Generally, an alpha coefficient greater that

0.70 is considered to be indicative of a reliable scale

(Carmines & ZelIer, L979).

Construct validity of the scales was investigated using

factor analysis. It is suggested that if only one

conceptual dimension of a specific attitude is contained

within a measure, then aII items within the index should

have high loadings on a single factor (Carmines a Zeller,
J-979). However, the emergence of multiple factors within
one scale has no simple interpretation. The iterns forming
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the scale may be measuring more than a single conceptual

dimension of the attitude unde.r investigation.
Alternatively, response set, "the general tendency to

respond to intervieer or questionnaire items in a particurar
manner, irrespective of the content" (Carmines a ZelIer,
1979, pp. 65-66), may create erroneous results if the scale
contains items worded in both a positive and negative

di rect ion.

Principal components factor analysis with varimax

rotation was performed on the data, which was randomly split
into two subsamples. Sp1it-hatf analysis was used as a

cross-vaLidation technique to assess the reliability of the
factor solution.

Rabolt ( I984 ) calculated a Cronbach's aJ_pha coefficient
of 0.82 for her original measure of self-confidence in
dress, using a sampj-e of working women. The revised

measure' employed in the present study, had a reliability
coefficient of 0.80. Factor analysis revealed a

unidimensional factor solution, suggesting that only one

conceptual dimension of self-confidence was being measured.

Rabolt (1984) established an alpha coefficient of O.7V

for the original measure of perceived importance of

crothing. The revised instrument had an alpha coefficient
of 0.75. The apptication of factor analysis to the data

resulted in the emergence of a single factor.
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Reriabirity and varidity of the satisfaction with
Maternity Ernproyment Apparer index had not been previousry
established, as it was newly developed for use in Lhe

current study. A reriability coefficient of 0.96 was

calculated, and a unidimensional factor solution was derived
using factor analysis.

Mirrer (1985) had conducted neither a reriability nor

varidity assessment of her career orientation index when it
v¡as used in an investigation of the ctothing behaviours of
pregnant working women. However, it appears to be both

valid and reliabler âs an alpha coefficient of 0.77 was

calculated in the current investigation, and aII items

Loaded on a single factor.
Rivard (r978) calculated a reliability coefficient of

0.87 for the originar measure of attitude toward pregnancy,

with a sampre containing both working and non-working

pregnant r,romen. In the current investigation, an alpha

coefficient of 0.87 was also carcurated. Thus this measure

of attitude toward pregnancy appears to be reliable.
However, the val_idity of this instrument is

questionable. A three-factor sol-ution emerged in both data
sets' but the same items did not Ìoad together in each data
set. Thus, no reriable factor pattern courd be identified.
Arthough more than one concept may be represented in the

items comprising the measure, factor anarysis does not

clearry revear which items represent the different
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dimensions of attitude toward pregnancy.

Statistical Analysis

The Statistical Analysis System (SAS) $ras used to

conduct all data analysis. InitiaIIy, percentage and

freguency distributions, ranges, modes, means and standard

deviations erere used to characterize the sample in terms of
aII variables. Pearson product moment correlations

Spearman rank order correlations, and the chi-square test of
independence vrere used to assess first-order variable
relat ionships.

To test the first hypothesis regarding the existence of
dimensions in the evaluative criteria importance ratings,
principle components factor analysis with varimax rotation
was conducted on the 25 evaluative criteria variables.
Factor analysis is used to reduce a large variable set to a

smaller number of uncorrelated factors which represent the

underlying dimensions of the data. Varimax rotation is an

orthogonal rotation technique which seeks to maximize the

number of high correlations and minimize the number of low

correrations associated with each factor. To cross varidate
the results of factor analysis, a split-half assessment was

conducted.

Index scores rather than factor scores erere computed

for each individual. This was done by simply summing the

scores f.or the criterion variables which had high loadings

on each factor. Factor analysis assumes a normal
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distribution of responses for variabres entering into the

analysis. This study, like previous investigations (Jenkins

& Dickey, I976; Shim, I986), revealed criterion variables
having strongly skewed distributions, as individuats tend to
have distinct opinions on the importance of evaluative
criteria. Due to violation of the normality assumption,

weights assigned to criterion variabtes in the computation

of factor scores may not be highly accurate. Thus the

decision was made to forego the deveropment of factor scores

in favour of less comprex index scores. rndex scores vrere

regarded as being continuous and interval in nature.

Hypotheses 2 and 3 were concerned with examining the

relationships between evaluative criteria importance

dimensions and product and demographic variabres. The data

collected on the independent variables was essentially
categorical in nature. Therefore, one-ç\ray analysis of

variance (ANOVA) was used to test hypothesis Z, and one-way

ANOVA and t-tests were used to test hypothesis 3. Where

statisticalty significant F values v¡ere identified,
comparisons of individuar pairs of means was conducted using

the Scheffe test.
Hypothesis 4, concerning the relationship between

evaruative criteria importance dimensions and consumer and

situational characteristics, was tested using simple Iinear
regression analysis. Data collected on the independent

variabres was regarded as continuous and interval in nature.
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The existence of collinearity among the independent

variables precluded the use of multivariate modelling.

A dependenL/independent variable relationship does not

clearly exist between evaluative criteria importance ratings
and the perceived importance of clothing information

sources, according to the EBl,t lr{odeL of Consumer Behaviour

(Engel et aI., 1986), therefore Pearson product moment

correlations srere used to test the fifth hypothesis.

Since univariate relationships erere examined under aII
hypotheses, conducting individual tests at a nominal aJ-pha

Ievel of .05 would result in a dramatic inflation of the

type I error rate. To control this error rate for each

evaluative criteria importance dimension, individual tests
erere conducted at a reduced alpha level. For example , for
hypothesis 2, in which there where two independent

variables, each individuat hypothesis v¿as assessed for
acceptance or rejection using a critical alpha value of

.025.

Study Assumptions and Limitations

A number of assumptions and limitations !üere recognized

in conducting the investigation and interpreting the

findings.

The assumptions made include the following:
1. Participant recall is a reliable and accurate form

of data collection.
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2. Study participants are able to identify the

information sources and evaluative criteria used in

making apparel purchase decisions, and evaluate

their relative importance.

The limitations of the study include the following:

1. The sampling method employed was a non-random

technique, therefore it is difficult to generalize

the findings beyond the research sample.

2. Women who attend prenatal classes tend to be of a

higher socioeconomic status than the average

pregnant individual, and also tend to be primarily

first-time mothers. Thus it cannot be assumed that

the research sample is typical of Canadian women

who are pregnant.
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CHAPTER 4

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

chirdbirth education participants who worked during arr
or part of their pregnancy lrere surveyed to obtain
information on their maternity employment apparet purchase

decisions. A descriptive anarysis of the colrected data is
followed by the results of hypothesis testing. A discussion
of the results concludes the chapter.

Response Rate

Between December 19g9 and Ir{ay 1990 , 42 chíldbirth
education classes erere attended by the researcher for
purposes of recruiting study participants. OnIy one of
these crasses was designated as a refresher course. The

remainder, which could be attended by either primigravidae

or murtigravidae, were attended primarily by the former.
Although classes varied in size from 3 couples to
approximatery 50 couples, enrolrment in most was rimited to
between 10 and L2 couples.

A total of 314 questionnaires r,rere distributed to class
participants. The majority of these vrere returned to the

researcher by mair, as only 52 were completed on-site. The

final sample consisted of 203 questionnaires, yielding a

response rate of 65t.

Profile of Respondenbs

Tabre r reveaLs that although the study participants
ranged in age from ress than 19 years to between 40 and 44
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Table I

spolses for Aqe, Education,
Eousehold Income, and Personal fncome

Variable Category n

Age (N=20I)
19 or younger
20-24

2
2L

I14
47
I6
t

5
47
L7

54
52
16
t1

t
3

L2
L2
39
47
42
2L
L2

2
6

I.0
r0.4
s6.7
23 .4
8.0
0.s

2.5
23.2
8.4

26.7
25.7
7.9
5.4

0.5
I.5
6.1
6.t

19.8
23.9
2r.3
10.7
6.1
1.0
3.0

4.0
l-9.7
37 .9
27 .3
7.6
2.0
0.0
0.5
0.5
0.0
0.5

25 29
30 34
3s 39
40 44

Education (N=202)
Some high school
Eigh school diploma
Some post-secondary education
Post-secondary certificate or

diploma
Bachelor's degree
Some post-graduate education
lllaster 's degree or ph. D.

Equsehold Income ¡N=I97)ffio
s10,000 19,999
s20,000 29 ,999
s30,000 3g,999
s40,000 49,999
s50,000 59 ,999
s60,000 69,999
$70,000 79 ,999
s80,000 g9,999
s90,000 99 ,999
S100,000 or more

Personal Income (N=198)ffioo
s10,000 19,999
s20,000 29,g9g
$30,000 39, g9g
s40,000 49 ,999
s50,000 59,999
s60,000 6g ,999
s70,000 79,g9g
s80,000 89 ,999
s90,000 99,999
5100,000 or more

B

39
75
54
15

4
0
I
I
0
t
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years, the majority (56.72) were in the 25 to 29 years

category. OnIy 1I.4? were younger than 25, while almost

one-Èhird were 30 or order, indicating the distribution of
ages within the sample was positively skewed.

The distribution of responses for highest level of
educationar attainment was essentialry trimodar, ç,rith armost

equar numbers of respondents clustered in the high schoor

diploma, post-secondary certificate or diploma, and

Bacheror's degree categories (see Tabte r). only five vromen

(2.5t) had not completed their high school education. At

the opposite end of the scare, more than twice this number

had complebed either a Master's degree or a ph. D.

Tabre I reveals that reported annuar household incomes

and personal incomes both ranged from less that 910,000 to
more than $100r000. The modal response category for
household income was 950,000 to $59,999, while for personal

earnings it was $20,000 to ç29,999. This suggests that
overall, members of the sample were contributing
approximately half of their households, total incomes.

At the time of completing the questionnaire, slightly
more than three-quarters of the women (77.72) were working

full-time (see Table 2). OnIy 8.9t were not working. Of

this latter Çroupr the majority (88.2t) had worked within
the two months prior to their participation in the survey.

A wide variety of occupations were represented within
the sample. Eowever, close to one-third of the women
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Tab1e 2

Distribution of Subject Responsg

Variable Category

Hnplovment Status (N=202)

Working full-time
Working part-time
SeIf-employed
Not presently working

Occupation (N=202)

I'fanag e r i a l/Admi n i s t r a t i ve
Natural Sciences /Engineering/Uath
Socia1 Sciences
Teaching
l¡tedicine/HeaIth
Artistic /Líter ary /Performing Arts
Spor ts/Recreat ion
Cler ical
Sales
Service
Processing
l.laterial Handling

Length of Time in Employment (N=202)

Less than 6 months
6 - 12 months
1 - 2 years
3 - 5 years
6 - t0 years
More than I0 years

r57
20

7
18

37
9
8

23
33

7
I

60
I3

9
I
I

77 .7
9.9
3.5
8.9

18.3
4.5
4.0

11.4
16.3
3.5
0.5

29.7
6.4
4.5
0.5
0.5

7
L4
43
80
49

9

3.5
6.9

2L.3
39.6
24.3
4.5
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(29.72) were employed in clerical positions (see Table 21.

Forty percent of the study participants were employed in
professional occupations, which include the natural

sciences, engineering, and math; social sciences; religion;
teaching; medicine and healÈh; and artistic, literary, and

performing arts (Silver, I989). The Iargest proportion of
respondents within this category trere found in medical and

health care occupations.

the vast majority of the respondents (93.9t) were

employed outside of the home. Seven (3.5*) primarily

conducted their business from their own homes, while five
(2.5\) sptit their work time between home, and an external
location.

As shown in Table 2, almost two-Lhirds of respondents

(63.9t) had worked in their current job for between three

and ten years. OnIy I0.48 had been employed less than one

year.

A1most all of the women (948) were having their first
child (see Table 3). tilultigravidae are less likely to

attend childbirth education classes because they may have

attended them during their first pregnancy, or may feel more

confident about pregnancy and motherhood than first-time
mothers.

Table 3 also reveals that a large percentage of the

respondents ( 8I.It ) r.rere in bhe third trimester when they

completed the questionnaire. Only one individuat (0.5t) was
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lable 3

Distribution of Subject nesponse
sÈ

Worn, and l¡laternitv Emplovment Wardrobe Expenditures

Variable Category n

Number of Children (N=202)

None
One
Two

Month of Pregnancv (N=202)

3 - 3.5
4-4.5
5 - 5.5
6 - 6.s
7 7.s
I 8.s
9 months

Not yet wearing
2-2.5
3 - 3.s
4 - 4.5
5 - 5.5
6 6.5
7 - 7.5
I 8.5
9 months

Less than $200
$200 399
$400 s99
s600 - 7e9
s800 e9e
S1000 or more

r90
l0

2

94.0
5.0
1.0

0.5
2.5
6.0
9.9

38.6
3s.6
6.9

1.5
3.4

2L.2
43.8
2L.7
6.9
r.0
0.0
0.5

31.3
34.3
2L.4
7.0
2.5
3.5

I
5

L2
20
78
72
I4

l¡tonth When l¡taternitv Clothing was First Worn (N=20I)

lllaternitv Emplovment Wardrobe Expenditures (N=201)

3
7

43
89
44
I4

2
0
I

63
69
43
14

5
7
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in the first trimester of pregnancy. The mean response

given for month of pregnancy $ras 7.3 months, with a standard

deviation of I.1 months.

Close to half of the women ( 43.8t ) reported that they

had begun vrearing maternity clothing when they were between

4 and 4.5 months pregnant (see Table 3). The mean response

given was 4.3 months, with a standard deviation of I.0
months. Although three women ( 1.5? ) had not yet begun to
$rear maternity clothing, alI had already made purchases of
maternity clothing in anticipation of the event.

l{hen asked how much they had spent, or planned to spend

on maternity clothing for work, two-thirds of the women

indicated expenditures of less than S400, and 87t were not

prepared to spend more than $600 ( see Table 3 ) . OnIy seven

$romen (3.58) were planning to, or had spent $1000 or more.

These expenditures for maternity clothes $¡ere primarily
incurred by women who purchased fashion apparel for work.

OnIy 11.48 of the r.romen indicated that they $rere required to
$rear uniforms on the job. Of these, all eJere employed in
the health care field.

Sources of l{aternity Employment Apparel

Results for the frequency of use of eight sources of

maternity employment apparel are presented in Table 4.

Buying new clothing was the most conmon method of obtaining

maternity employment apparel. Thirty-seven percent of the

respondents reported that aII, or almost all of their
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maternity clothing was, or $rould be purchased new. However,

borrowed clothing was also utilized to a large extent.
Approximatery 20t^ of the women reported that about harf of
their clothing was, or would be borrowed, and an equal

number borrowed, or pranned to borrow armost arr of Lheir

maternity employment wardrobe. However, no one reported

borrowed clothing as their only source of work apparel.

The majority of the women (67.32) had not, or were not

planning to sew any of their maternity employment apparel.

Rented clothing was the source with the least reported

usage, followed closely by custom-made clothing, and

clothing from a prior pregnancy.

Clothing Purchase Characteristics
Tab1es 5 and 6 respectivety contain the results for

type and price of maternity employment outfit most recentry
purchased by study respondents. Almost half of the women

(46.0*) had last purchased a pants outfit. Skirts and

separates !.rere the second rnost conmon type of outf it,
forlowed by dresses. The mosL common response given in the

other category was duty uniform. Thus, it could not be

determined what type of uniform had been purchased (ie.
dressr pânts outfit). OveralIs and swimsuit were also

responses given in the other category.

When asked how much had been paid for this outfit, the

modal response given (42.3*) was 950 to 999. Another 39.3t

of respondents reported outfit expenditures of ress than
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Tab1e 5

Distribution of Fespgnses for Tvp

Category

Pants and Separates

Skirt and Se¡rarates

Dress

Jumper and Separates

Sui t
Other

9I

33

32

T7

4

2L

46 .0

l.6.7

L6.2

8.6

2.0

r0.6

Table 6

DistribuEion of lespgnses for pri

Category

Less than $50

$s0 9e

$100 L49

$1s0 r99

$200 249

77

83

22

I3

I

39.3

42.3

LL.2

6.6

0.5
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$50. rn addition to spending rimited amounts on their
entire maternity emproyment wardrobe, the women were not
prepared to spend a great dear on individual outfits.

Perceived Importance of Evaluative Criteria
study participants vrere asked to rate the importance of

each of 25 evaruative criteria in their most recent

acquisition of a maternity outfit for work. Mean scores for
each criterion are presented in Table 7.

Overall, comfort was regarded as the most important
criterion. Eighty-one percent of the respondents rabed it
as being very important in the purchase decision, and no one

indicated that comfort was unimportant. The criterion of
expands with figure assumed secondary importance. Againr Do

one rated this criterion as being unimportant in the
purchase decision, and two-thirds of respondents perceived
it as being very important. The evaruative criteria of
appropriate for work, fit, and non-restricting style were

respectively identified as the third, fourth, and fifth most

important in maternity employment apparel purchase

decisions.

Fashionability of ctothing, while regarded as

important in the purchase decision, was ress important than
appropriateness for work. However, only seven women (3.61)
rated fashionabitity as unimportant and one-third fert that
it was very inportant in the purchase decision.
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Table 7

Mean Perceivea tmportance of evalffi

Cr i ter ion laN

Comfort
Expands with Figure
Appropriate for Work
Fir
Non-Restricting Style

Suitability to the Individual
Attractiveness of Outfit
Good Buy
Pr ice
Ease of Dressing

Coordinates with Existing
Wardrobe

Fashionability
Ease of Care
CoIour
Fabric Type and QuaJ-ity

Quality of Construction
Durabi Ii ty
l¡tinimizes Size of Figure
Fibre Content
Pleasing to Others

Enhances Pregnant Shape
Appropriate for Post-

Pregnancy Use
Prest ige
Sex i ness
Brand and Store Name

r96
t94
195
195
194

195
r96
t96
196
195

196
r95
r96
196
r96

r95
r96
195
195
196

196

r96
r96
r95
t96

3.8r
3.6r
3.52
3.50
3 .49

3.38
3.33
3. 3r
3. 30
3.L7

3. r3
3.r0
3.05
3.02
2.99

2.92
2.90
2.57
2,42
2.34

2.23

1.81
1.69
r.55
L.29

âr=Not rmportant
4=Very Important

2=Somewhat Important 3=Important
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The criterion of good buy was considered as important
as price. However, whire crose to 50t of respondents fert
that receiving good value for their money was very

important, only 38t of the women responded that the price of
the outfit was a very important consideration in the

decision to purchase.

The criterion of brand and store name received the

lowest overalr rating. slightry more than three-quarters of
the women (78.68) considered this attribute to be

unimportant in their crothing purchase decisions and only
four respondents (2.0t) felt it was very important. The

criteria of sexiness, appropriate for post-pregnancy use,

and enhances pregnant shape were also given low ratings.
Perceived Importance of Informat.ion Sources

Respondents rated the perceived importance of each of
29 information sources in the crothing purchase decision.
The mean values for each information source, in rank order,
are presented in Table 8.

The results indicate that with the exception of
personal preference, none of the sources erere regarded as

having great importance in the decision to purchase

maternity employment apparel. SIightIy more than half of
the respondents (54.4t) considered personar preference to be

a very important source of information, and g.Z\ regarded it
as being uninportant. Respondents considered their spouses

to be of secondary irnportance, followed by displays in
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Table I
l,lean Perceive
õrd-er

Source N *a

Personal Preference
Spouse
Displays in Clothing Stores
Social Gatherings
Salespeople in Clothing Stores

Public Places
Family or Relatives
Past Purchases of Maternity

Clothing
Pregnant Friends
Hagazines for Pregant g{omen

or New l¡lothers

Pregnant Work Associates
It{aternity Books
Fashion Magazines
RetaiI Store Catalogues
Non-Pregnant Friends

Newspaper Ads
Non-Pregnant Work Associates
Pattern Books
General Women's Magazines
Newspaper Àrticles
Personal Shoppers or Wardrobe

Consultants
Doctors or Nurses
General Interest ittagazines
Womenr s Business Magazines
Prenatal Classes

TV Commercials or Programs[Dress for Success" Books
Radio Ads or Programs
Clothing Seminars

195
r96
195
L94
r95

195
195

r94
r96

r96

r96
r95
196
L92
r96

r96
196
r94
196
196

r94
r95
r96
196
195

195
195
195
I95

3.33
2.2L
r.98
r.85
r.85

r.82
L,79

L.72
r.66

L.62

1.55
L .49
L .42
1.41
1.40

1.39
1.38
r.34
L.29
L.26

L.24
L,24
I.23
L.22
L.22

1.20
r. r7
I.I3
1. r0

âr=Not rmportant
4=Vêry Important

2=Somewhat Important 3= fmpor tant
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clothing stores, social gatheringsr âDd salespeople in
clothing stores.

Pregnant friends vrere rated as being slightly more

important than pregnant v¡ork associates in providing

clothing information relevant to the purchase decision.

Pregnant friends vJere considered more important than non-

pregnant friends as sources of clothing information. The

same retationship heLd true for pregnant and non-pregnant

work associates.

Clothing seminars were rated as the least important

source of clothing information. Almost all of the women

(91.3t) considered this source to be unimportant in clothing
purchase decisions. As weII, radio advertisements and

programs, dress for success books, and television
commercials and programs were also regarded as having low

salience.

Consumer and Situational Composite Indices

Study participants responded to a number of items

dealing with their attitudes towards maternity clothing for
work, their jobs, and their pregnancies using five-point
response scales. The results for each of the composite

indices that comprise this section are presented in Table 9.

Self-Confidence in Dress during Pregnancv

Total scores on the index of self-confidence in dress

had a potential range of 16 points. Actual scores ranged

only from 7 to 20, and the distribution had a slight
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Table 9

sumnarv of consumer and situational composite rndices

rndexa
Index
Mean

Index
s. D.

ftem
I'lean

scD
(N=201 )

PIC
( N=201 )

SHEA
1N=200 )

AlP
(N=I99 )

co
I N=20I )

vsP
(N=20I )

4-20

6-30

2-10

L2-60

4-20

2-10

7-20

13 20

2-r0

2L 60

4-20

4-20

15.17

22.5r

5.03

44.60

I3. I9

7.9L

2.7L

3.64

2.04

7 .32

3.54

r.60

3.79

3.75

2.52

3.72

3. 30

3.96

asco 
=

PIC =
SMEA =
ATP =
CO=
VSP =

Self-confidence in dress during pregnancy
Perceived importance of clothing during pregnancy
Satisfaction with maternity employment apparel
Attitude toward pregnancy
Career orientation
Visibility to superiors and the public
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negative skew. scores for the individual items comprising
this measure primarily ranged from 2 (disagree) to 5

(strongly agree). The mean total score of 15.17r âDd the
mean item score of 3.79 both suggest that the women were

highry confident in their abirity to dress in an appropriate

Possibre minimum and maximum values for this index of
sir items, trere 6 and 30 respectively. Actua1 scores had a
much narroerer range, but scores for indivíduar index items
covered the entire range from one to five. The mean total
score of 22,5I, and mean item score of 3.75, both indicate a

high lever of perceived importance of clothing during
pregnancy. rn general, it appears that the women felt it
was important to dress in a professional or business-rike
manner while they erere pregnant.

rt is interesting to note that the rowest item score of
3.33 r.ras associated with the statement ',r consider the
maternity clothing r buy for work a good investment.', The

highest item score (4.17 ) was associated with the statement

"rt is especially important for pregnant women who dear with
the pubric or clients to portray a professionar appearance,,.
I{ore than 80t of respondents agreed or strongry agreed.
Satisfaction *ith ttaternitv Emplorr*ent Apparel

The actual range of scores for the satisfaction index
covered the possible range from z to 10. The mean total

and professional manner for work during pregnancy.

Perceived Inportance of Clothing during preqnan
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score $ras 5.03. The results suggest that the women were

nildly dissatisfied with the maternity clothing available
for working eromen. Item 2 had a slightly lower score than

item I, indicating the women were less satisfied with

selection than with styles of maternity employment apparet.

Attitude toward Pregnancv

For the twelve items used to assess the individual,s
satisfaction with various aspects of her pregnancy, the

possible range of scores vras from 12 Èo 60, but the actual
range was much narroerer. The mean total score of 44.60, and

the mean item score of 3.72 indicate that the women were

generally satisfied with their pregnancies.

An evaluation of individual item scores revealed that
the statement "I look forward to being a mother" received

the most positive response, with a score of 4.63. No one

strongly disagreed with this st.atement, and only one

individual disagreed with it. The lowest individual score

(2.40) was associated with the statement "I wear maternity

clothes to hide my abdomen", which reinforces the notion

that the respondents viewed their pregnancies in a positive
manner.

Career Orientation

The combined score for the four items used to assess

career orientation had a possible range of 16 points, and

actual scores covered this entire range. The mean totat
score was 13.19, while the mean item score vras 3.3. These
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results suggest that the women were somewhat neutral with
respect to career orientation.

The highest score was associated with the statement, oI

view my work as a career rather than a job. " Approximately

622 of the wonen strongly agreed or agreed with this
statement. "The main reason I work is for the financial
contribution I make to my family's welfare" was given the

lowest rating. Slightly more than one-quarter of the women

were in disagreement or strong disagreement with this
statement.

Visibilitv to Superiors and the PubIic

The mean total score of 7.9L for the perceived

visibility measure, out of a possible range from 4 to 10,

indicates that generally the women erere highly visible to

others in their place of employment. The mean score vras

slightly higher for the second item, suggesting that
respondents felt they had more contact with their superiors

that with the public.

Development of Information Source Indices

Rather than using individual source variables in

hypothesis testing, the decision was made to reduce the data

into scales. Originally, factor analysis was planned for
use as a data reduction technique for the 29 information

source variables. However, initial computer runs with

factor analysis revealed neither a retiable nor logicaIIy
interpretable factor solution. Instead, the 29 variables
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were grouped to form composiLe indices based on the resurts
of past research. Shim (f986) identified five types of
source variables used in employment apparel purchase

decisions. Her scheme was used to classify the individuar
source variables in the present investigation.

Table 10 lists the individual source variables which

comprise each index and their associated Cronbach's alpha

reliablity coefficients. Although Shim (1986) did not

differentiate between interpersonal sources and

intrapersonal sources, both were recognized as potential
sources of information in the current investigation due to
the suggestions of Bruner ( 1988 ) .

As shown by the alpha coefficients, the intrapersonal
and retail indices did not have high reliabilities, while
the remaining indices did. Both sources comprising the

intrapersonal index vrere not highly correlated with any of
the remaining source variables. For the retail index, while
the variabres of disprays in crothing stores and sarespeopre

in clothing stores were moderatery correlated, retail store
catalogues had low correlations with these two variables.

Respondents were given a score on each composite index

by summing the scores for the individual items comprising

it. A descriptive analysis of the six indices is provided

in table ll.
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TabIe I0

Composition of Information Source Indices

fndex Component ftems

Interpersonal
( alpha= , 78 )

Intrapersonal
( alpha= . 49 )

Audio-Visual
ïãpña=.8-ry

Pr int
fãffia=. eo ¡

Reta i I
þÏþñã=. 6r ¡

Professional
GEEa{Eõt-

Pregnant Friends
Pregnant Work Àssociates
Non-Pregnant Friends
Non-Pregnant Work Associates
Spouse
Family or Relatives
Social Gatherings
Public Places

Personal Preference
Past Purchases of Maternity
Clothing

TV Commercials or Programs
Radio Advertisements or

Programs

Newspaper Adver tisements
Newspaper Articles
Women's Business Magazines
General 9ùomen's l.lagazines
General Interest Magazines
Fashion Magazines
Magazines for Pregnant glomen
or New Mothers

"Dress for Success" Books
l¡taternity Books
Pattern Books

Displays in Clothing Stores
Retail Store Catalogues
Salespeople in Clothing Stores

Clothing Seminars
Doctors or Nurses
Prenatal Classes
Personal Shoppers or Wardrobe
Consultants
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Table

Summar

11

of lrlformation Source ite fndices

Ranqe of Scores
Possible ActuaÌfndex Index

Mean
Index
s. D.

ften
l¡lean

Interpersonal
( N=I93 )

Int rapersonal
(N=l94 )

Audio-VisuaI
( N=l95 )

Pr int
( N=I94 )

Retail
( N=l91 )

Professional
( N=l92 )

8-32

2-8

2-8

r0 40

3-L2

4-16

8-32

2-8

2-6

r0 33

3-11

4-L2

13.64

5.05

2.34

r_3.40

5.25

4.8r

4.43

1.50

0.80

4 .60

1.81

1. 58

1.70

2 .52

r.17

1. 34

r.75

I. 20

only the scores on the interpersonal and intrapersonal
indices covered the entire potentiar range of scores. hrith
the exception of the intrapersonal index, âlI of the
remaining scares had distributions which were negativery
skewedr âs scorês tended to cluster among the rower values.
rntrapersonar sources r.¡ere perceived as having the greatest
importance in the purchase decision, with a mean total score
of 5.05 and a mean item score of 2.52. yet, the items which
comprised this index erere stirr onry regarded as being of
moderate importance. Retair sources erere given a higher
rating than interpersonal sources. Both professionar and
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audio-visuar sources $¡ere judged to be the least important
sources of information. print sources r¡rere also given a 10w

rating.
Description of First-order variable Relationships
Relationships among the independent variabtes $rere

examined using chi-square analysis, Spearman rank order
correlations, and pearson product moment correlations.
variabre associations are discussed under the headings:
(a) product variables, (b) demographic variables, (c)
consumer and situational composite indices, and (d)

information source composite indices. Arl resurts are
contained in Appendix C, Tables 34 to 37. Only

relationships that vrere significant at a critical arpha

level of .05 are discussed.

Product Variables

The chi-square test of independence was used to assess
the rerationship between price and type of maternity
emproyment outfit rast purchased. Responses to each

variabre þrere collapsed into three classses (for price of
outfit, Group I = less than 950, Group I = $50 to g99, and

Group 3 = $100 or more; for type of outfit, Group I = pants
and separates, Group 2 - suits, dresses, jumpers and

separates, and skirts and separates, and Group 3 = other).
A significant association existed between the two variables.
hlomen who had purchased a pants outfit most often paid less
than $50 for it, whire Lhose who had bought suits, dresses,
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jumpers, or skirts and separates most frequently paid
between S50 and 999. Twenty-nine percent of those who had

purchased a skirted outfit had paid $100 or more for it,
while only r3t of buyers of pants and separates had done so.
Respondents who identified their purchase as belonging in
the other category typicarly paid $50 to $99 for their
selection, but never more than 9100.

Demographic Variables

An assessment of the associations among the demographic

variabres vras conducted using spearman rank-order
correrations. occupation was treated as a rankable

variabre, since the ccDo numerical coding system uses a
method of crassification which represents a continuum from

white-colrar to brue-corlar occupations as the occupation
code increases in size.

Age was negativery correrated with month when maternity
clothing was first worn (r= -.15) and occupation (r= -.14),
but positivery correlated with length of time in employment

( r=. l9 ) r household income (r=.29) , personal income ( r=.34 ) ,

and education (¡=.25). women who were older tended to have

worked in their current job longer, were more highly
educated, and reported higher incomes than younger $romen.

seventy percenÈ of the women who were 30 or older were

emproyed in manageriar or professional occupations, whire
over three-guarters of those employed in clerical, sales,
service, fnanufacturing, or processing occupations $rere under
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30. Older members of the sample had a tendency to begin

v¡earing maternity clothing at an earl-ier date than younger

respondents.

EducaÈion vras positively correlated with household

income (r=.4I) and personal income (¡=.36)¡ but negatively

correlated with occupation (r= -.32). Respondents who were

highly educated tended to earn more, and have higher

household incomes than sromen who had received relatively
little education. Bachelor's degrees or higher leve1s of

education v¡ere most conmon among members of professional

occupations, while those employed in clerical positions had

typically not advanced beyond high school.

Household income and personal income were highly

correlated 1r=.63). As expectedr maternity employment

wardrobe expenditures were positively correlated with

household income (r=.25) and personal income (r=.26).

Occupation proved to have moderate negative correlat.ions

with both types of incomes (household income r= -.3I;
personal income r= -.38). Increases in personal income were

associated with increases in household income, and increases

in the amount of money spent on the working wardrobe during

pregnancy. Close to 90 percent of the women indicating

household incomes of $70r000 or more, and personal incomes

of S30'000 or more' were employed in managerial'

administrative, and professional occupations.
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Consumer and Situational Composite Indices

Pearson product moment correlations v¡ere used to

examine the relationships among Èhe consumer and situational

characteristics. Self-confidence in dress during pregnancy

was moderately correlated with perceived importance of

clothing 1r=.37). It appears that women who were confident

in their ability to dress appropriately for work during

pregnancy also regarded maternity clothing as being

important to career success. Self-confidence in dress also

had weak positive associations with the remaining indices of

career orientation (r=.20), satisfaction with maternity

employment apparel (r=.19), visibility to superiors and the

public (r=.261, and attitude toward pregnancy (r=,22).

Perceived importance of clobhing during pregnancy r.¿as

somewhat associated with career orientation (r=.231, and

visibility to superiors and the public (r=.291. Women who

attached importance to dressing appropriately for work were

also likely to be career oriented and to have a high level

of visibility in the workplace. As well' career orientation

and visibility to superiors and the public were positively

correlated (r=.321 .

Information Source Composite Indices

With the exception of the intrapersonal measure, aII of

the indices showed moderate to strong positive correlaÈions

with one other. The audio-visual and print measures were

most highly related 1r=.75). Respondenbs who gave high
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ratings Èo audio-visual sources $rere likely to do the same

for print sources.

The intrapersonal measure vras weakly associated with
the other five measures. However, the correlations vrere

considered bo be negligible.
Hypothesis Testing

Five hypotheses were tested. The first dealt with the

identification of dimensions of maternity employment apparel

evaluative criteria importance ratings. The remaining four
hypotheses were concerned with examining relationships

between evaluative criteria importance dinensions and

product, demographic, consumer, situational, and information

source variables.

Hvpothesis I
ft wiII be possible to identify dimensions in the

importance ratings given to maternity employment apparel

evaluative criteria.
Factor analysis with varimax rotation was applied to

the 25 evaluative criteria variables. The number of factors
extracted from the data was based on the work of Jenkins and

Dickey (L976), who identified practicaLity and appearance

dimensions to evaluative criteria used by female apparel

purchasers.

A two-factor model was used to determine the existence

of similar dimensions among the criteria used in the current
investigation. After the first application of factor
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analysis to the data, all variables that had factor loadings

above 0.40, or below 0.40 on both factors in both data sets

were removed from the variable pool to provide a more

clearly interpretable factor solution. A factor loading of
0.40 has been accepted as a cut-off point for assessing

inclusion of variables in a data set (Rummel , L970). At

this point, four criterion variables lrere removed from the

analysis.

Factor analysis was conducted again on the reduced set

of variables. With the exception of the two variables of

price and good buy, the same variables loaded together in

both data seLs, suggesting the existence of a stable factor
pattern.

Since price and good buy loaded together, but on

different factors in both data sets, there was the

suggestion that a third dimension existed within the reduced

variable pool. Thus, factor analysis was conducted a third
time using a three-factor model. At this point, another

variable was removed from the variable pool because it had

low loadings on aII factors. Factor analysis was performed

a final time on the reduced data set.

The final factor solution explained 45t of the

variation in the data. The three factors that emerged from

the data, and factor loadings for the variables

associated with each factor are presented in Table L2.
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Table L2

Evaluative Criteria Factors

Item Factor Loading

Factor I (Practicalitv)

Quality of ConstrucLion
Non-Restricting Style
Fiber Content
Fabric Type and Quality
Ease of Care
Expands with Figure
Ease of Dressing
Durability
Comfort

Factor 2 (Appearance)

Fashionabil ity
Attractiveness of Outfit
Prest ige
Sexiness
Minimizes Size of Figure
Pleasing to Others
Suitability to IndividuaL
Enhances Pregnant Shape
Col-our

Factor 3 (Economv)

Good Buy (Good Value for Þtoney)
Price

0.69
0.68
0.68
0.65
0.64
0.63
0.60
0.54
0.50

L9.4t of variation explained

0.74
0.6s
0.65
0.60
0.59
0. s6
0. s6
0.49
0.48

16.8t of variation explained

8.78 of

0.76
0.7s

variation explained
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Two factors vrere similar in content to those identified
by Jenkins and Dickey (1978), and thus were respectively

Iabelled as Practicaliby and Appearance factors. The former

accounted for approximately 19? of the variation in the data

and contained nine evaluative criteria loading above 0.40.

The Appearance factor accounted for approximately 17t of the

variation in the data and also contained nine evaluative

criteria loading above 0.40. Jenkins and Dickey (f978)

found that the criteria relating to price of apparel l-oaded

on their Practicality factor. However, in the current

investigation, both the criteria of price and good buy had

high factor loadings on a separate factor, which was

labelled an Economy factor. It was responsible for

approximately 9? of the variation in the data.

The five criteria excluded from the final factor

solution included brand and store name, coordinates with

existing wardrobe, fit, appropriate for work, and

appropriate for post-pregnancy use. A post-hoc analysis of

the correlation matrix for all 25 evaluative criteria'
revealed that brand and store name and appropriate for post-

pregnancy use $rere not highly correlated with any of the

remaining variables, while fit was moderately correlated

with almost aII of the remaining variables.

Table I3 provides a descriptive analysis of the factor

index scores. The potential range of scores for the
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Table 13

Summary of Evaluative Criteriq Factor fndex Scores

Factor
Ranoe of Scores

Possible ActuãI
Index
l.lean

Index
S. D.

Item
Itlean

Appearance
( N=192 )

Practicality
( N=192 )

Economy
( N=196 )

9-36

L7 36

3-8

9-36

9-36

2-8

23.20

28 .45

6.6r

4.68

4.29

1. 34

2.58

3.16

3.30

Appearance factor was from 9 to 36. while the actual scores

did cover this range, the distribution had a sright negative
skew. The mean total score was 23.20, with a mean criterion
score of 2.58, indicating that most vromen felt appearance-

oriented criteria were mildry important in their purchase

decisions.

Scores on the Practicality dimension also had a

potential range of 27 points, but the actual range was much

narrower. The mean totar score of 28.45, and the mean ite-m

score of 3.16, indicate that in generar the respondents

considered criteria rerated to the practicarity of their
clothing to have high sarience in the purchase decision.

9lith respect to the Economy factor, index scores only
ranged from 3 to 8, while the potentiar minimum and maximum

score varues erere 2 and I respectively. The distribution of
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scores eras negatively skewed. The mean total score of 6.61

suggests that the women considered price, and getting good

value for their money to be quite important when making

maternity employment apparel purchase decisions.

In assessing the results of the remaining hypotheses,

those for the Economy factor should be interpreted with

cauÈion, as the results indicate the data violates the

assumption of a normal distribution. the validity of the

results may be questionabler âs there is an increased chance

of Type I errors in the hypothesis testing.
Hypothesis 2

There wiII be no relationship between evaluative

criteria importance dimensions and the product

characteristics of: (a) price of outfit and (b) type of

outf it.
Price. Responses to price of maternity employment

outfit last purchased were grouped into three categories

(Group 1 = less than $50, Group 2 - $50 to 999, and Group

J = $I00 or more). The results of the ANOVA, presented in
TabIe 14, reveal no statistically significant relationship
between outfit price and the perceived importance of

practicality- or appearance-oriented evaluative criteria.
However, results for the Appearance factor approached

statistical significance. Outfit price was significantty
related Èo perceptions of the importance of economy-oriented

criteria. Scores on the Economy dimension decreased as
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Table t4

ANOVA: Evaluative Criteria Factor Index Scores bv price of

l.lean Factor fndex Scoresâ

Groupb Appearance practicality Economy

I
2
3

df
F

22.73 A
23.00 A
25.03 A

191
3.6s

.0279

75)c 28.18 A (76) 7.06 A t,76)
80) 28.33 A (791 6.s4 A (83)
36) 29.28 A (36) s.83 C (36)

194
11.80c!

.000rp

19r
0.8s

.4294

flUeans with the same letter are not significantly different
"Group I = Less than $50

2 - $s0 to 999
J = $I00 or more

ãilåä!ï':r::rãîã"ntheses represent sroup sizes
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price increased. The Scheffe test revealed that groups 1

and 3, and groups 2 and 3 responded in a significantly
different manner.

Tvpe of outfit. OriginaJ-Iy, respondents were asked to
indicate the type of maternity employment outfit last
purchased from among six choices. Due to the distribution
of responses, these were subsequently collapsed into three

categories for analysis (Group 1 = pants outfits; Group ) =

suit, dress, jumper and separates, skirt and separates; and

Group 3 = other).

the results contained in Table 15, reveal no

significant relationship between type of outfit and

Practicality, Appearance, or Economy factor index scores.

Regardless of the type of outfit purchased, each type of
evaluative criteria assumed similar importance to subject

respondents.

Hvpothesis 3

There will be no relationship between evaluative

criteria importance dimensions and the demographic

characteristics: of (a) âg€, (b) education, (c) household

income, (d) personal income, (e) occupation, (f) length of
time in employment, (g) maternity employment wardrobe

expenditures, (h) month of pregnancy, and (i) month when

maternity clothing was first worn.

ègg. Respondents were classified into three groups

according to age (Group I = under 25 years, Group ) = ZS to
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Table t5

ANOVA: Evaluative Criteria Factor fndex Scores bv Tvpe of

I'lean Factor Index Scoresa

Groupb Appearance Practicality Economy

I
2
3

df
F

p

23.s1 A (89)c 28.L2 A (90) 6.39 A
22.66 A (8r) 28.59 A (8r) 6.79 A
24.29 A (21) 29.1s A (20) 6.67 A

19r r9r 195
1.34 0.55 1.98

.2642 .s781 .1408

el)
83)
21)

lmeans with the same letter are not significantty different
"Groupl=Pantsoutfits

2 = Suitr dress, jumper and separates' skirt and
separates

3 = OthercNumbers in parentheses represent group sizes
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Table 16

ANOVA: EvêIuat:þe Criteria Factor Index Scores

Groupb Àppearance

Mean Factor Index Scoresâ

Practicality Economy

I
2
3

df
F

23.58 A
23.38 A
22.97 A

24)c
107 )
60)

28.L7 A
28,50 A
28.60 A

r90
0.094

.9r64

(24',)
(r05)
(62)

6.64 A (zsl
6.54 A (107)
6.73 A (63)

194
0.40

.6739

190
0.22

.803s

3¡tleans withDGroup f =
2-
2-J-cNumbers in

the same letter are not significantly different
Under 25 years
25 to 29 years
30 years or older
parentheses represent group sizes
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29 years, and Group 3 = 30 years or older). Resurts of the
one-$ray ANovA in Tabte 16 reveal no significant differences
in Appearance, practicality, or Economy factor scores among

the three groups. subject age does not appear to be a good
predictor of the perceived importance of these three types
of evaluative criteria in purchase decisions involving
maternity employment apparel.

Education. Responses to highest rever of educationar
attainment were originalry made using a seven-point forced-
choice scare. These erere subsequentry colrapsed into four
categories (Group I = high school diploma or less; Group

I = some post-secondary education or post-secondary

certificate or diproma; Group 3 = Bachelor,s degree, and

Group 4 = some post-graduate education, I{aster,s degree or
Ph.D). The ANovA resurts (see Tabre L7l give no indication
of a relationship between education rever and Appearance,

Practicality, or Economy factor index scores. rt appears
that rever of educational attainment is not an infruence on
perceptions of the salience of maternity emproyment apparer
evaluative criteria.

Household income. Respondents hrere grouped into six
categories according to reported househord earnings (Group r
= less than S40,000, Group 2 = S40,000 to $49,999, Group I =

$50,000 to 959,999, Group 4 = S601000 to 969,ggg, Group 5 =

$70'000 to g79,gggr ând Group 6 = $g0,OOO or more).

Household income was found to have no significant
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Tab1e 17

ANOVA: Evaruative criteria Faclor rndex scores b Education

Groupb Àppearance

l¡lean Factor Index Scoresa

Pract ical i ty Economy

I
2
3
4

df
F

23.67 A
23.39 A
22.98 A
22.84 A

190
0.27

.8443

(48)c
( 67',)
( s1)
(251

28.87 A
28.3s A
28.26 A,

28.58 A

190
0.20

.897s

(47 I
(68
(s0
(26

6.73 A
6.64 A
6.51 À
6.54 A

194
0.27

.8480

49).
6s)
sr)
26)

2
iMeans with the same letter are not significantry different'croup t= High school ailiãma

2- some post-secoñdary education or post-secondarycertificate or diploma
3= Bachelor's degree
4- Some post-graduate education, Master,s degree orPh.D.

'Numbers in parentheses represent group sizes
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Tab1e 18

Evaluative Criteria Factor fndex Scores b Household
Income

Groupb Appearance

Mean Factor Index Scoresa

Practicali ty Economy

I
2
3
4
5
6

23.03 A
24.00 A
23.4L A
23.46 A
22.95 A
22.L0 A

r90
0 .49

.7 849

31)c
34
44
4I
2T
20

30.25 A
28.06 A
27.9r A
27.88 A
29.05 A
28.30 A

L90
1.59

.1653

321
33)
4s)
40)
2L',)
20)

(

(

(

(
(

(

6.9I A
6.86 A
6.82 A
6.09 A
6.86 A
6.05 A

194
3.00

.0125

33)
35
45
4l
2rl
20)

df
F'

fiueans with_ bhe same letter are not significantry different-Group I = Less Ehan S40,000) = 940,000 to 949,999J = S50,000 to 959,9994 - 960,000 ro $69,999
5 - 970,000 to ç79,999
S = $80,000 or more

"Numbers in parentheses represent group sizes
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relationship with factor index scores, and therfore does not
appear to be an important predictor of the perceived

importance of appearance-r practicality-, or economy-

orienLed criteria in maternity emproyment apparel purchase

decisions (see Table IB).
Personar income. Respondents were crassified into four

personal income groups (Group I = less than 9201000, Group z

= $20,000 to $29,9gg, Group I = $30,000 to g39,ggg, and

Group 4 = 9401000 or more). As shown in Table l-9, no

significant rerationship existed between personal income and

the three dependent variabres. rt appears that personal

income is not an important predictor of the perceived

importance of maternity emproyment apparel evaruative
criteria.

occupation. Respondents were categorized into four
occupational categories (Group I = managerial and

administrative, Group 2 - professional, Group 3 = clerical,
and Group 4 = sa1es, service, processing, and material
handling). Resurts of the one-way ANovA are given in Tabre

20. No significant rerationships between the independent

variabre and each of the dependent variabrees is evidenÈ. rt
appears that subject occupation can not be used to predict
the perceived importance of maternity employment apparer

evaluative criteria.
Length of time in employment. Respondents $¡ere

classified into three emproyment tirne categories (Group r =
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Table 19

ANOVA: Evaluative Criberia Factor Index Scores Personal-
ncome

Ir{ean Factor Index Scoresâ

Groupb Àppearance Pract ical i ty Economy

1
2
3
4

df
F

22.69 A
23.59 A
23.7L A
22.52 A

190
0.72

.54r6

49
69
52
2L

4e)
70)
5r)
2L)

sl)
70)
521
2Ll

29.04 A
28.r0 A
28.78 A
27.76 A

r90
0.15

.525L

6.98 A
6.61 A
6.25 A,

6.64 A

L94
2.63

.05r2

3tteans withÞGroup r =â_¿-
A-q-

cNumbers in

the same Ietter are not significantly different
Less than $20,000
$20,000 to $29,999
$30,000 to $39,999
S40,000 or more
parentheses represent group sizes
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Tab1e 20

ANovÀ: Evaluative criteria Factor rndex scoresOccupation

Groupb Appearance

!!ean Factor Index Scoresa

Practicality Economy

I
2
3
4

df
F

24.22 A
22.67 A
23.29 A
23.65 A

r90
r.00

.3946

(37)c
(73)
(s8)
(231

27.95 A
28.88 A
28.2t A
28.78 A

r90
0.52

.67 08

(37)
(7 a¡
(57 )
(23)

6.54 A
6.55 A
6.75 A
6.65 A

193
0.32

.8L26

37)
76)
s8)
23',)

fi1e1ns with.-the same tetter are not significantry different-croup I = l.fanagerial and administrative
2 = prof.esssional
3 = Clerical

c,,.._-^_1 ;_S:1"=, . service, processing, and materiat handling-NumÞers Ín parentheses represent group sizes
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Table 2L

ANovA: Evaruative criteria Factor rndex scores by Length of

Ir{ean Factor Index Scoresa

Groupb Appearance practicality Economy

L 23.94 A
2 22.56 A
3 23.56 A

c 28.39 A
27.79 A
29.60 A

r90
2.90

.057 4

6r ) 6.70 A
771 6.42 A
53 ) 6.90 À

194
L.52

.222L

62
77
52

63)
77',)
ss)

df
F

p

190
r.70

.1849

flueans with the same letters are not significantty different
"Group 1 = Two years or less

2 - Three to five years
_ 3 = Six or more yearscNumbers in parentheses represent group sizes
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two years or less, Group 2 = three to five years, and Group

3 = six or more years). The ANovA resurts (see Tabre 21)

give no indication of a rerationship between length of time
in employment and either Appearance, practicality, or

Economy factor index scores. This suggests that the

independent variable can not be used to predict the sarience
of maternity employmenÈ apparel evaluative criteria.

l,[aternitv emplovment wardrobe expenditures. A test for
equality of mean Appearance, practicality, and Economy

factor scores was conducted for three classes of maternity
emproyment wardrobe expenditures (Group I = ress than g200,

Group 2 - $200 to 9399, and Group 3 = $400 or more). The

resurts presented in Tabre 22 identify a statisticarly
significant rerationship between wardrobe expenditures and

the perceived importance of appearance-oriented evaruative
criteria, but not for perceptions of practicality- or

economy-oriented criteria. However the results approached

significant for the Economy factor.
Perceptions of the importance of appearance-oriented

criteria increased as reported wardrobe expenditures

increased. when comparing mean Appearance factor index

scores for each groupr the scheffe test reveared that women

who reported expenditures of less than $200 (group I), and

those who reported expenditures of $400 or more (group 3)

responded in a significantly different manner. The scheffe
test did not indicate a significant difference in mean
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Table 22

ANovA: Evaluative criteria Factor rndex scores bv Maternity

Mean Factor Index Scoresa

Groupb Appearance practicality Economy

L 22.09À (58)c 28.33A(572 22.7s A B (641 28.34 A (6s3 24.76 B (671 28.76 A (67

188
0.2L

.8076

6.80 A
6.86 A
6.19 A

L92
5.26

.0060

se)
671
67)

df
F

p

r88
6 . 19cl

.002s

flueans with the same letter are not significantry different-Group 1 = Less than $200
2 - $200 to 9399

^ J = $400 or more

ãil:ä:ï';r::oåã;"ntheses represent sroup sizes
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Appearance factor index scores for groups r and 2, or groups

2 and 3.

It{onth of pregnancv. rt had been previousty estabrished
that the mean response to month of pregnancy when the

questionnaire sras compreted was 7.3 months. A t-test was

used to examine whether respondents who were less than 7.3
months pregnant responded differently regarding the
perceived importance of appearance-, practicality-, and

economy-oriented criteria, than those women who were more

Èhan 7.3 month pregnant. The resurts provided in Tabte 23

reveal that the two groups did not have significantly
different scores on each of the three dependent variabres.
I{onth of pregnancy appears to have no rel-ationship with
perceptions of maternity employment apparel evaruative

criteria.
Month when maternitv clothing was first worn. A t-

test was also used to examine the relationship between the

variable of month when maternity crothing was first worn and

perceived importance of the three types of evaruative

criteria.. The mean response for this variabre had been

previously estabrished as 4.3 months. Respondents were

dichotomized into two groups according to whether their
response fell above or below the mean. As revealed in Table

24, no differences in mean scores for the two groups vJere

identified for the three factors. rt appears that month

when maternity crothing was first lrorn is not an important
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Table 23

T-Test: Evaluative Criteria Factor Index Scores !¡tonth ofPregnancv

Groupa Appearance

l¡lean Factor Index Scores

Practical i ty Economy

I
2

df
T

p

23.60
23.04

189
0.84

.4030

(82)b
(r0e)

28.42 (83)
28.54 (r08)

189
-0.18

.8538

6.74 (8s)
6.52 ( 110 )

r93
1.16

.2487

acro.rp I = Less than 7.3 months
lì 2 = More than 2.3 months
"Numbers in parentheses represent group sizes

Table 24

T-Test: Eval'rative Criteria Factor Index Scores Month

Groupa Àppearance

Mean Factor fndex Scores

Pract ical ity Economy

1
2

df
T

p

23.t7
23 .40

r89
-0.34

.73rr

(ro4)b
(87 )

28.77
28.15

r89
1.00

,3L92

(r04)
(87 )

6.68 (107)
6.s3 (88)

r93
0.77

.4423

aGroup
months
months

t-
2-

Less than 4.3
l.tore than 4.3

Numbers in parentheses represent group sizes
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predictor of the perceived importance of evaruative criteria
in maternity employment apparel purchase decisions.
Hypothesis 4

There wirr be no relationship between evaruative
criteria importance dimensions and the consumer and

situational characteristics of: (a) serf-confidence in
dress during pregnancy, (b) perceived importance of clothing
during pregnancy, (c) satisfaction with maternity emproyment

apparel, (d) attitude towards pregnancy, (e) career
orientation, and (f) visibirity to superiors and the public.

Self-confidence in dress durinq pregnancv. No

statisticarry significant rerationship existed between serf-
confidence in dress during pregnancy and Appearance or
Economy factor index scores (see Tabte zs). A positive and

significant rerationship did exist with the practicarity
factor. rt appears that increased confidence in the abirity
to dress in a professionar or appropriate manner for work is
accompanied by a greater perceived importance of
practicality-oriented criteria in maternity emproyment

apparel purchase decisions.

Perceived importance of clothinq during pregnancv. No

statisticatly significant relationship existed between

perceived inportance of crothing during pregnancy and

Economy factor index scores. However Table 26 revears that
bhe varue of the srope coefficient was significant and

positive in both the Appearance and practicality models.
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Table 25

Eeqression=AJre1xsi?: = 
Evaluative Critefia Factor rndex

Scores bv gelf-Confide

Factor Index

Appearance Practicality Economy

Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Er ror

df

F

p

.2922

.T2L2

189

5.8r8

.0r68

.3336

.IL26

r88

g. g53a

.0020

.0233

.0357

r91

.4250

.5r53

al.toder 12=.0450
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Table 26

ressr'0n Analvsis: Evaluative
cores erce].ve

Cr i ter ia Factor
rtance o Clothin rln

Index
reqnanc

Appearance

Factor fndex

Practicality Economy

Parameter
Estinate

Standard
Er ror

df

F

P

.5907

.08r3

r89

52.8304

.0001

.2467

.0839

r88

I .647b

.0037

.0104

.0266

19r

.154

.6951

fuooer ,Z=.ztsz
"Model r'=.039I



Pregnant working $romen who place a high value

a means of enhancing work-related performance

likely to regard criteria associated with the

practicality of maternity employment apparel

salience in the purchase decision.

LO2

on clothing as

are more

appearance and

as having

satisfaction with maternity emproyment apparet did not yield
a slope coefficient significantly different from zero when

regressed against Appearance, practicatity, and Economy

factor index scores (see Tabre 271. rt appears that this
variabre is not related to perceptions of the importance of
maternity employment apparel evaluative criteria.

Attitude toward pregnancv. As reveared in Table 29, no

statisticalry significant rerationship existed between

scores on the Attitude Toward pregnancy index and

Appearance, Practicality, or Economy factor index scores.

rt appears that perceptions of the importance of maternity
employment apparel can not be predicted by pregnant working

women's attitude toward pregnancy.

career orientation. No statisticarry significant
rerationship existed between career orientation and either
Appearance, Practicarity, or Economy factor index scores

{see Tabre 29). The results did approach significance for
the Economy dimension; the relationshp being negative.

Eowever, it appears that the career orientation of pregnant

working Fromen is not an important predictor of the perceived

Satisfqction with maternity employment apoarel.
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Tab1e 27

Begress_ion_Alelysis: Ev?I]¡ative CTiteria Factor Index
Scores bv Satisfacti el

Factor Index

Appearance Practicality Economy

Parameter
Estimate

St.andard
Er ror

df

F

p

-. rr68

.L626

r89

. sr6

.4734

-.282I

. I5l4

r88

3.474

.0639

.003r

.0473

r91

.004

.9482

Table 28

ression AnaI sis: Evaluative Criteria Factor fndex
cores Attitu e toward Preqnanc

Factor Index

Appearance Pract icality Economy

Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Er ror

df

F'

p

-.0s33

.0 452

r89

1.39r

.2398

.079s

.0420

188

3.s82

.0599

.0029

.0r32

L9r

.049

.8252
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importance of appearancê-r practicality, or economy-oriented

evaluative criteria.
Visibilitv to superiors and the public. l.tithin a]t

three regression models, visibility to superiors and the

public did not yieJ-d a slope coefficient significantly
different from zero (see Tabre 30). The relationship did
approach significance for the Appearance factor model, with
a positive slope coefficient. Eowever, it appears that no

rerationship exists between the independent variabre and

perceptions of the satience of evaluative criteria in
maternity employment apparel purchase decisions.

Evpothesis 5

There will be no relationshp between evaluative
criteria importance dimensions and the perceived importance

of information sources in maternity employment apparel

purchase decisions.

Correlation coefficients depicting the relationship
between Appearance, Practicality, and Economy factor scores,

and scores on each of the six information source indices are

contained in Tabres 3r through 33. within the sociar and

behavioural sciences, most correLations are rerativery row

because there may be many factors impinging on a particurar
response. Thus, Kenny (1987) suggests that size of

correlation coefficients be interpreted accordingly.
litagnitude of coefficients has been operationarly def ined by

Kenny in the forrowing manner: smarl correlations have a
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Tab1e 29

Eeqresslol Analysis: Evaruative cqiteria Factor scores by
Career Orientation-

Factor Index

Appearance Practicaf i ty Economy

Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error

df

F

p

- .0L7 2

.0979

r89

.03r

.8607

.03r9

.0899

188

.126

.7232

-.0669

.027 6

r9r

5.867

.0r63

Table 30

Regression Anarysis: Evaluative criteria Factor rndex

Factor Index

Appearance Pract ical i ty Economy

Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Er ror

df

F

p

.47 68

.20 44

189

5.440

.0207

.3046

.L927

lBB

2.498

.1r57

-.0768

.0600

r91

r.728

. r902
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nagnitude of between .10 and .29, moderate correlations are

.30 to .49 in value, and large correlations have values of

.50 or greater. These definitions wiII be used to discuss

the hypothesis testing results.

Interoersonal information sources. Scores on the

interpersonal index were significantly and positively

correlated with scores on the Appearance dimension of

evaluative criteria importance ratings, and the associabion

was of a moderate magnitude. A high perceived importance of

interpersonal information sources is associated with a high

perceived importance of appearance-oriented evaluative

criteria, but not of practicality- or economy-oriented

evaluative criteria.
Intrapersonal information sources. Intrapersonal index

scores vrere significantly and positively correlated with

Appearance, Practicality, and Economy factor index scores.

Thus¡ ân increased salience of intrapersonal information

sources in maternity employment purchase decisions is

associated with an increased salience of aIl three

dimensions of maternity employment apparel evaluative

criteria. The intrapersonal variable was most highly

correlated with the Appearance factor (r=.33), and the

association was of a moderate magnitude. Weak

associations were identified for the Practicality and

Economy factors.
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Table 31

Pearson Product l.loment correl-ations for rnformation source
IndÍces and Appearance Factor fndex Scores

Information
Source Index

Correlation
Coefficient p

Interpersonal

fnt raper sonal

Audio-Visual

Print

Retai I
Professional

189

190

I9I
190

188

r- 88

.43

.33

.25

.30

.29

.23

.000r

.0001

.000s

.000r

.0001

.00r5

Table 32

Pearson Product Moment correlations for rnformation source
Indices and PracticaÌity Factor

Informat ion
Source Index pN

Cor relat ion
Coefficient

Interpersonal

Int rape rsonal

Audio-Visual

Print

RetaiI

Profess ional

189

r_90

19r

r91

r89

r88

. r5

.27

.05

.L7

.17

.L2

.0400

.0002

.4920

.0L7 4

.0r78

.09s9
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Tab1e 33

Pearson Product Moment Correlations for Information Source
Indices and Economy Factor Index

Informat ion
Source fndex pN

Cor relation
Coefficient

Interpersonal

fnt rapersonal

Audio-Visual

Pr int
Retail

Professional

r93

L94

195

L94

r91

L92

. r5

.20

.04

.09

.L4

-.003

.0400

.0058

.5900

. s900

.0479

.96s8

Audio-visual information sources. There proved to be

no significant relationship between scores on the audio-

visual index and scores on either the Practicality or

Economy factors. The perceived importance of audio-visual
information sources was significantly and positively
correlated with the perceived importance of appearance-

oriented evaluative criteria, however, the magnitude of the

correlation coefficient was small (r=.25). Women who

perceive. radio and television as being important sources of

information on maternity employment appareJ-, are more Iikely
to perceive appearance-oriented evaluative criteria as

having a high degree of salience in the purchase decision.

Print information sources. A moderater positive

correlation existed between scores on the print index and
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Appearance factor index scores. No rinear relationship
existed between scores on the print index and Economy or

Practicatity factor index scores. Àn increased perceived

importance of magazines, ne$rspapers, and books as sources of
clothing information appears to be associated with an

increasing perceived importance of appearance-oriented

evaruative criteria, but not of economy- or practicarity-
oriented criteria, in maternity employment appareì- purchase

decisions.

Rebair information sources. statisticarly significant
reraLionships existed between scores on the retair index and

index scores f.or the Appearance factor. The correration
coefficient was positive, but weak. rt appears that as the

perceived importance of retailer-dominated information

sources increases in maternity employment apparel purchase

decisions, so does the perceived importance of appearance-

oriented evaluative criteria. However, there appears to be

no rel-ationship between the perceived importance of retair
sources and practicality- or economy-oriented evaluative

criteria.
Professional information sources. A statistically

significant association was identified between professionar

index scores and Appearance factor index scores. The

association was positive, but of a small magnitude. As

professionar sources of information become more salient in
maternity employment apparer purchase decisions, it appears
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that appearance-oriented evaluative criteria wilr also
become nore important.

Discussion of Results

Denographicatry, study participants represent a serect
group of individuals. l¡lembers of the sample, who $rere

predominantly first-time mothers, were older than other
pregnant canadian and l{anitoban $romen according to nationar
birth statistics. rn r985, 36t of Manitoban live births,
and 34t of canadian live first births were to women between

the ages of 25 and 29 (statistics canada, 19g6). within the

sample, 57* of the women vrere in this same age bracket. Às

werl-, while armost one-quarter of respondents were ages 30

to 34, only 14t of Canadian live first births amd 20\ of aII
I{anitoban births !ùere to women of these ages (statistics
canada, 1986). This trend within Ehe sample may be a resurt
of the fact that arr of the respondents were working women,

who may choose to delay having children until they have

established their position in the workforce.

Members of the sampre h¡ere also more highry educated

than employed Canadian women. Less than IOt of working

Canadian females in 1982 attained a university degree

(statistics canada, 1984). slightry more than one-quarter

of respondents had earned their Bachelor,s degree, and

another 5.4t had attained a l¡laster's degree or ph.D. Almost

35t of working femares in 1982 had not earned their high

school diploma (statistics Canada, l-g94), but within the
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sanple only 2.5t of the women were at this same Level.
These findings are consistent with those of vinar (l-gg2l,
who reported that childbirth education participants tend to
be more highfy educated than non-participants.

Although study respondents represented a range of
occupations, 30t were employed in clericar positions. This
is simirar to both Manitoban and canadian figures from 19g5,

which respectivery show 29.4t and 32.5\ of women in this
occupationar category (statistics canada, Lgg7l. However,

the sample hras overrepresented in managerial and

adninistrative positions: 18t as compared to less than gz

both nationally and provincially. This same trend was

evident in professionar occupations, which encompass the
natural sciences, engineering, and math; the social
sciences; religion; teaching; medicine and health; artistic,
literary, and performing arts; sports and recreation
(Silver, 1989). WhiIe 40t of study participants $rere

enployed in these areas, harf that proportion of t¡lanitoban

and Canadian e¡omen work in these areas.

Both household and personar incomes within the sampre

tended to be higher than suggested by canadian data. The

1987 national average for two-income famiries without
children was 948,73I while for dual-income families with
children it was S49,156 (Statistics Canada, I990). Two-

thirds of study respondents reported househord incomes of
$50r000 or more. With respect to personal earnings, the
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1987 nationar average for furr-time femare emproyees was

$19,995 (Statistics Canada, I990). Within the sample, more

than three-quarters of the women earned g20r000 or more

annually.

The finding that the vast majority of the women erere in
their third trimester when they cornpleted the questionnaire

is consistent with that of Dowdeswell and Kernaleguen

(1978); childbirth education participants tend to be

advanced in their pregnancies. An expranation for this is
expectant mothers may wish to ensure there are not

complications with the fetus before investing time in
childbirth preparation classes. As weII, if classes are

attended immediately prior to one,s due date it is less

likery that information pertaining to rabour and derivery
will be forgotten.

The finding that only 9t of respondents were not

working at the time of completing the questionnaire is
consistent with that of Robichaud (I9BZ). Eighty-six
percent of Robichaud's sample worked beyond the seventh

month of pregnancy. Many working women may choose to

continue their employment untit their due date so as to
aIlow the longest possible maternity leave for the

postpartum period.

l¡lembers of the sample had, on average, begun wearing

maternity clothing when they $rere 4.3 months pregnant. This
finding is consistent with Rivard's (1978) concrusion that
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most r¡romen reguire maternity crothing for approximately four
to five months of their pregnancy. Generarly women do not

experience abdominal enrargement untir the second trimester
(Tate & Glisson, 1961). Given the loose fit of some of
today's styles, v¡omen may continue wearing their regular
clothing well into the second trimester of pregnancy.

The finding of a negative correlation between age and

month when maternity crothing was first $¡orn pararlers that
of Rivard (1978). Rivard found older, non-career oriented
individuars began vrearing maternity ctothing at an earlier
date than younger individuars. Rivard suggested that older
women may be more anxious to make others aware of their
condition than younger sromen.

Study respondents, although relying primarily on ready-

to-wear garments for work, $rere not prepared to spend large
sums of money on their maternity employment wardrobes. Two-

thirds of respondents indicated they had not spent, or were

not planning to spend more than $400. A timited duration of
need for maternity clothing, coupled with the need to
purchase items for Lhe new child may preclude large

expenditures on maternity crothing for many women. rnstead,
the findings suggest that the women were supprementing their
wardrobes with borrowed clothing. Greer (r9BB) arso found

new clothing and borrowed clothing comprise the majority of
the pregnant individual's wardrobe.
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As well, the results indicate the women were not sewing

their maternity employment apparel to any Iarge extent.
l¡tirrer (1985) suggested that working women may find sewing

too time-consuming to incorporate into their schedures.

A1Èhough the literature suggests a growing popurarity of
rental clothing (Ryan, I989; Burggraf, I9g7b), this was the
least used source of maternity employment apparer. At the

time of the survey, only one maternity clothing rental
company was operating in winnipeg (Graham, lggg), thus women

may have found their access to this source limited.
From the types of outfits indicated as being purchased

for work, it is evident that the women preferred casuar

clothing, as pant outfits were bhe most popular. They may

arso have been preferred for cost-rerated reasons. The chi-
sguare test of independence revealed a rerationship between

type and price of outfit, with women purchasing pant ouLfits
typically paying less than 950 for them. pant outfits may

be less expensive than suits or dresses, and may also be

more versatile for work and after-work activities.
rt is interesting to note that Mirrer (1985), Robichaud

(1987) and Greer (1988) arr found dresses to be the popular

choice among pregnant individuars. rn the present study,
dresses $rere purchased less frequently than either pant or
skirt outfits. The differences between the present

investigation and these earrier studies may be attributed in
part to geographic rocation, as both t¡tirler's and Greerrs
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research $ras conducted in the southern united states. As

well, Robichaud's study took prace in earry farl. The

current study was conducted primariry over the winter monttrs
in winnipeg, when pant outfits may be preferred for warmth.

That comfort was the most important evaruative
criterion in naternity emproyment apparer purchase decisions
is not inconsistent with the findings on type of outfit
purchased. Pant outfits may be more comfortable than
dresses or suits. crothing that expands as the figure
changes is also likely to be more comfortabre, thus
expraining why the criterion of expands with figure assumed

secondary importance.

Among the five most important evaLuative criteria were
fit' comfort, and appropriate for work, which shim (19g6)

also found to be highly salient in working women,s ctothing
purchase decisions. working vromen may emphasize the same

criteria in emproyment apparer purchases regardress of the
impact of pregnancy. The rerationship between clothing and

the physicar serf was obviously also an essential component

of the purchase decision, as the criteria of expands with
figure and non-restricting styre $¡ere among the five
criteria perceived as being most important. The resurts
suggest that members of the sample vrere 100king for
maternity clothing that met the demands created by the
physical changes accompanying pregnancy, as welI as being
suitable for the work environment.
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The five evaruative criteria perceived as being least

important in maternity emproyment apparel purchase decisions
v¡ere brand and store name, sexiness, prestige, appropriate
for post-pregnancy use, and enhances pregnant shape. Since
maternity clothing is worn for a short period of time, and

is generarly not produced under the same brand rabers or
sord in the same stores as regurar eromen,s wear, there may

be less likerihood thaL pregnant women wirl develop brand or
store royalties. clothing that has connotations of sexiness
may be deemed inappropriate for the workplace. Brand name

may be indicative of crothing prestige, thus offering a

potentiar explanation for the low perceived sarience of
prestige in clothing purchase decisions. pregnanb women may

be eager to adopt their regular clothing following
pregnancy, thus appropriateness for post-pregnancy use may

not be an important consideration in crothing purchase

decisions.

Price, good buy, and fashionability respectively were

ranked as being the eighth, ninth, and twelfth most

important evaluative criteria. rt was expected that these
would be given higher ratings. t¡tuch of the literature
suggests pregnant vromen are primarily concerned with
obtaining fashionable and economicarry-priced maternity
clothing (G1uck, L97B; Burggraf, I9g7a). As weLl, a large
number of the crothing-rerated comments provided by study
respondents at the end of the questionnaire deart with
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concerns about price and fashionability of clothing (see

Appendix D). However, it appears that while pregnant

working vromen may have concerns about these criteria, they
attach more importance to those clothing criteria associated
with the end-use characteristics of Èheir clothing.

of interest to the researcher was the higher overarr
perceived importance attached to minimizes size of figure
than to enhances pregnant shape. Arthough the Attitude
towards Pregnancy index indicated the h¡omen had a reratively
positive orientation towards pregnancy, they placed a

greater emphasis on clothing that would conceal rather than

reveal their body shape. As previously noted, Stautberg

(1986) suggested that pregnancy can become a source of
distraction in the workplace, and that ctothing should be

used to minimize this effect. study respondents may have

recognized this in making their clothing purchase decisions.
In terms of the perceived importance of information

sources, a mix of personar and marketer-dominated sources

vrere represented among the five given the highest overarl
ratings. rt was anticipated by the resear.cher that study

respondents would rery primariry on themserves in making

clothing purchase decisions as Bruner (r988) also found

personar taste to be highly important among mare and femare

clothing purchasers. Spouses, who received the second

highest overall rating, are easily accessibte and would

probably also be perceived as credible sources of
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information. Bruner (1988) also found store displays to be

important among femalesr paralleling the findings of the
current investigation. That social gatherings were rated as

the fourth most importanÈ source of employment apparel
information was somewhat surprising. However pregnant

working v¡omen's clothing may be required to be versatile for
both work and social event.s. For this reason, social
gatherings may be an important source of ideas about what to
buy for work.

Salespeople in clothing stores srere also given a

relativery high overalr rating. Gruck (r979) noted that
first-time mothers may not know what to expect in terms of
figure changes, therefore salespeopre may be useful in
assisting crientere in selecting styres thaL will fit
throughout pregnancy. one study participant commented that
she fert this was an important rore for salespeopre to play.

crothing seminars, radio advertisements and programs,

dress for success books, and terevision commerciars and

programs were alr perceived as having the lowest overall
importance in the purchase decision. onry approximatery one

percent of women are pregnant in any given year (Morley,

1990), therefore advertisers may find promotion through mass

media sources uneconomicat. For this same reason there may

al-so be a limited suppry of speciarity services such as

seminars and books on maternity employment apparel.
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shim's (1986) factor solution was subsequently used to
group the 29 information sources into six categories. As

mentioned previously, although factor analysis was planned

as a method of analysis for this data, no logical1y
interpretable or stable factor solution courd be identified.
This was due primarily to the rinited variation in scores

for each source variable and the skewed distribution of
responses. Factor anarysis assumes a normal distribution of
responses' and is not considered an appropriate statisticat
technique when the range of responses is small.

The results of the consumer composite indices suggest

that in generar study participants were quite confident in
their abirity to dress in an appropriate or professionar

manner for work. This confidence may stem from the

relatively long time which most of the women had worked in
their jobs. As length of time in a particular job

increases, the individual may feel more secure in the

ability to correctly interpret clothing norms in the

workplace.

Overall, respondents also had a high perceived

importance of crothing during pregnancy. of the six items

used to measure this concept, it is interesting to note that
the statement "r consider the maternity crothing r buy for
work a good investment" received the rowest rating. Morley

(f990) suggested that pregnant working women are more

concerned with obtaining comfortable, casual apparer than
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r^rith items that have the classic lines and quality fabrics
associated with investment apparel, thus providing a

potential explanation for the neutral response associated

with this item.

Even though members of sample obviously preferred pant

outfits' they still felt it important to dress in an

appropriate and professional manner for work. Thus pants

vrere likely perceived as being abte to fuIfiII this need.

Dillon (1980) found that level of formality of clothing was

less important in females' evaluation of the appropriateness

of a garment for work than it was for males. Respondents

may have concentrated on other aspects of their clothing in
ensuring they were appropriately dressed for work.

The finding that members of the sample vrere mildly
dissatisfied with maternity employment apparel available in
the ready-to-vrear market is in contrast to that of both

l¡lilIerrs (1985 ) and Greer's ( 1988 ) research. Eowever, it is
consistent with Robichaud's (f987) work. These findings

suggest the possibility of a difference in maternity apparel

offerings in Canada and the United States. More Ehan one

study participant felt the Canadian market was poor in

comparison with that of the United States (see Appendix D).

Fashion level and price were the two clothing features

with which members of Greer's (1988) sample were most

dissatisfied. Robichaud (1987) atso found fashion level to
be a cause of dissaLisfaction with maternity employment
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apparel. This is concurrent with an examination of
participant comments given in the current survey (see

Appendix D).

Attitude toward pregnancy was favourable among study
respondents. women who attend prenatal crasses are likery
to have planned their pregnancies (vinar , rggz), and thus
are rikery to respond favorably bo the prospects of
motherhood, and the changes occurring within their bodies.

The existence of three dimensions underrying the
maternity ernployment apparel evaruative criteria
investigated in the study may be compared to the findings of
several researchers. The derived factor sorution was

directly patterned on the work of Jenkins and Dickey (1926),
who identified both an Appearance and practicarity dimension
to the criteria used by femare purchasers of famiry apparet.
Although these two authors found that price-related crothing
criteria ferl within the parameters of their practicarity
factor, other studies (cassirr & Drake, r9g7a, t9g7b; shim,
1986) have identified a separate Economy dimension among the
evaruative criteria used by working and non-working women in
purchases of employment and social apparel.

shim's (r986) sociar Directedness factor and cassirt
and Drake's (r987a) other-peopre Directed factor both
contained the criteria of prestige, sexy, brand and store
namer âltd fashionabre, which r{ere among those roading on Èhe

Appearance factor of the present study. shim,s euarity
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Consciousness factor, which contained fabric type and

quality, quality of construction, fiber content, and

durability, is arso comparabre to the practicality dimension

of the current investigation.
The sorting scheme used by Eckman et aI. ( 1990 ) vrhich

revealed four broad categories of evaruative criteria used

by female clothing purchasers, may arso be compared to the
factor sorution identified by the researcher. Their scheme

consisted of aesthetic criteria, which correspond to those

in the Appearance factor; usefulness, and performance and

quality criteria which encompass those found in the

Practicality factor; and extrinsic criteria which included
pricer simiLar to the Economy dimension.

Although the findings of the study indicated a

significanb rerationship between price of outfit and Economy

factor index scores, the proportion of variation in the data

attributabre to the independent variable was smalr, only
10t, Price of outfit, in and of itself, cannot be regarded

as being a powerfur predictor of the perceived importance of
economy-oriented evaluative criteria.

The rerationship between maternity emproyment outfit
price and Economy factor scores is however intuitively
Iogical. Eigher ratings were given to the evaluative
criteria of price and good buy among study participants who

had paid the least for an outfit. women who purchase ress

expensive items may be on a 1imited clothing budget and
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therefore may give more attention to finding crothing that
fits within budgetary constraints and offers good varue for
their money.

The results indicated no significant rerationship
between type of outfit and Appearance, practicarity or
Economy factor scores. This suggests that the perceived
importance of the various types of evaruative criteria
remains relatively stabre across product choices for
employment situations.

only one statisticarry significant rerationship was

found among the nine demographic variables and Appearance,

Practicality, and Economy factor index scores. The analysis
indicated a positive relationship between maternity
employnent wardrobe expenditures and Appearance factor index
scores. Pregnant working women who pay more for their
working wardrobes may feel that their ctothing should
reflect its expensiveness in terms of level of
fashionability, âttractiveness, and suitability to Lhe

indivdiuar. This in turn may read then to emphasize such

evaluative criteria in Ehe purchase decision.
However¡ only 6t of the variation in the data could be

attributed to the independent variable. Therefore, reported
wardrobe expenditures do not appear to be a strong predictor
of the perceived importance of appearance-oriented materniÈy
employnent apparel evaluative criteria.
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onty three statisticarly significant rerationships were

identified when scores on each of six consumer and

situational composite indices erere regressed against

Appearance, Practicatity, and Economy factor index scores.

Self-confidence in dress was found to have a positive
relationship with the perceived inportance of practicality-
oriented evaluative criteria. Sinilarly, Cassill and Drake

(1987a) identified a positive relationship between general

self-confidence in one's Iifestyte and an Appropriateness

dimension of social apparel evaluative criteria. The

Appropriateness factor contained similar criteria to those

J.oading on the Practicality factor: quality of

construction, comfort, and fabric type and quality.
Rosenferd and Prax (r977), in investigating the association
between dress and personality, found that women who received

high scores on a Practicality dimension of cloÈhing

behaviour were more likery to possess serf-confidence than

low-scorers. General self-confidence is likely to be

related to self-confidence in a specific task. pregnant

vromen who feel confident in their ability to dress in a

professional manner for work are likely to feel at ease in
selecting apparel that projects the desired image.

Appearance-oriented evaluative criteria may be given 1ess

thought and the focus may turn to criteria such as comfort,
quality' ease of care, and durability in clothing purchase

decisions.
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At the same time, only 4.5t on the variation in
Practicality factor index scores courd be attributed to the
self-confidence variabLe. This suggests that self-
confidence in dress during pregnancy, by itself, in not an

inportant predictor of the perceived importance of
practicality-oriented maternity employment apparel

evaluative criteria.
À positive relationship was identified between

perceived importance of ctothing during pregnancy and

Appearance factor index scores. pregnant v¿omen who regard

crothing as a contributor to career success and favourabre

working relations with others are likely to have a

heightened awareness of the duar process of impression

formation and impression management (Kaiser, I990).
standards for appropriate dress in the workplace wirr be

based on such considerations as concearment or enhancement

of the pregnant shape, level of fashionability, and

acceptabifity to colleagues or clients. Thus, appearance-

rerated evaruative criteria may assume a greater sarience in
the purchase decision among women who hotd a high perceived

importance of ctothing during pregnancy.

It should be noted that 2]-* of the variation in
Appearance factor index scores could be attributed to
perceived importance of clothing during pregnancy. It
appears that the independent variable is an important
predictor of the perceived importance of appearance-oriented
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evaluative criteria in maternity employment apparer purchase

decisions.

Perceived importance of crothing during pregnancy vras

arso positivery rerated to the perceived importance of
practicarity-oriented criteria. However, the moder 12 varue

was only .04, substantiarty smaller than in the Appearance

moder. rndex scores for the practicarity and Appearance

factors were moderately correlated (r=.34). This

association provides a possible explanation for the

statisticarry signficant rerationship between scores on the
Perceived rmportance of clothing index and practicarity
factor index scores. As well, clothing attributes such as

fabric type and quality, quality of construction, and fibre
content also contribute to the overall appearance of
apparel.

rt was expected that a significant rerationship would

exist between attitude toward pregnancy and the perceived

importance of maternity employmenÈ apparel evaruative

criteria, particularly those criteria associated with
clothing appearance. Thq literature suggesLs that crothing
offers one a means of maintaining a positive serf-image

throughout pregnancy. However, no such relationship was

identified. A possibre explanation is that Lhere was not

enough variability in s.cores on the Attitude Toward

Pregnancy indexr âs the majority of Lhe women expressed a

reratively positive attitude. perhaps among q¡omen who were
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disatisfied with their pregnancies, attitude toward

pregnancy would be of greater importance in predicting
purchase decision behaviour.

It was al-so expected that visibility to superiors and

the public would influence the perceived importance of
maternity employment apparel evaulative criteria,
particularly those related to clothing appearance. However,

no staÈistically signif icant relationships erere ident.if ied.
A potential explanation is that the actual parameters of the

work environment may be less important than individual
perceptions of the situation. l{itler, Davis, and Rowald

(1-982) identified a positive relationship between public

self-consciousness and interest, and involvement in
clothing. Public self-consciousness was defined as the

degree of awareness of oneself in reLation to the external
environment. l.liller et al. suggest that pubtic self -
consciousness may influence the process of self-evaluation,
and consequently self-presentation. Pregnant working vromen

who possess a high level of public self-consciousness may be

more inclined to emphasize appearance-related evaluative

criteria in clothing purchase decisions.

A number of statistically significant associations $rere

identified between evaluative criteria factor scores and

scores on each of the six information source indices.
However, all correlations $¡ere moderate to weakr with none

of the coefficients exceeding .43 in value. Therefore the
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amount of variation in factor scores attributable to the

information source variabLes was in all cases less than 20t.
A moderate positive correlation existed between

Appearance factor index scores and interpersonar index

scores. This was the rargest correlation observed among alr
carculated. This finding supports that of shim (1986), who

identified a positive association between the use of pat

advice information sources and a social-Directedness

dimension of employment apparel evaluative criteria.
Personar sources, such as famiry, friends, spouse, and work

associates, are more likery to be abre to provide pregnant

working women with normative or subjective crothing advice.
This night include advice on apparel suitability to the

individuar, outfit attractiveness, and appropriateness for
work according to oLher's standards. Thus pregnant working

women who regard clothing appearance as an important

consideration may rely on interpersonar sources in making

the final purchase decision.

Positive associations existed between the perceived

importance of intrapersonal sources and each of the

appearance-, practicality-, and economy-oriented evaruative
criteria importance dimensions. This was expect,edr âs

internar sources of information were rated as the most

important among study participants. Regardress of the Èype

of criteria that assume importance in the purchase decision,
it appears pregnant working women wiII rely primarity on
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themserves in making clothing choices. However, it should
be noted that the intrapersonal index did not yietd a high
reriabirity coefficient. Therefore these results may not
have a great deal of meaning.

The finding of significant positive correrations
between Appearance factor scores and scores on each of the
print, audio-visuaI, and professional source indices is
consistent with that of Shim (1996). Her Socia1-
Direcbedness factor also had positive associations with
these types of information sources. rt is possibre that
sromen who emphasize the importance

evaluative criteria are more prone

types of information sources.

However, while Shim (I996) identified a negative
rerationship between her social-Directedness factor and

retail sources of information, the present investigation
reveared a positive rerationship between Appearance factor
scores and retail index scores. A possible expranation for
this finding is that retair satespeople may provide

subjective evaluations of maternity clothing to their
clientele, and store displays offer Lhe individual an

opportunity to evaruate a garment,s appearance. Therefore
women who regard clothing appearance as a major

consideration in the purchase decision may prace a high
importance on retair sources. Again however, it shourd be

noted that the retair index did not possess a high degree of

of

to

appearance-or iented

influence from severa]
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may notreliabiliÈy.
have a great

Therefore, the findings for this index

deal of meaning.
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CHAPTER 5

SUI¡IIIIARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Presented in this chapter is a summary of the study

resurts, conclusions thaÈ erere drawn from these resurts, and

recommendations for further research.

Summary of Results

The purpose of this study was to describe a sample of
pregnant working women in terms of the perceived importance

of evaluative criteria in maternity employment apparel
purchase decisions. This research was undertaken to
increase the body of empirical riterature which has examined

the clothing behaviours of pregnant emproyed individuars,
and to aid understanding of clothing purchase decision
behaviour.

The literature suggests that apparel consumers have

distinct opinions about the importance of evaluative
criteria in purchase decisions, and that it is possible to
identify dimensions of evaluative criteria usage.

Demographic variables, and consumer attitudes, interests,
and opinions have been used to explain individual
differences in evaruative criteria usage. other potentiar
determinants have been exprored in rerated riterature, among

thern situational and product characteristics. The

relationship between information seeking behaviour and

evaluative criteria usage has also been examined.

Research on pregnant individuals' clothing behaviours
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point to additional determinants of purchase decision

behaviour. these investigations have focused on

relationships between attitude toward pregnancy and crothing
behaviour, as well as descriptive analyses of clothing
preferences and satisfaction.

Data for the present study was collected via a self-
administered questionnaire. It contained questions

pertaining to the perceived importance of various evaluative
criteria and information sources in the individual,s most

recent purchase of a maternity outfit that was typical of
what vJas worn to work during pregnancy. Various consumer

attitudes were investigated, including self-confidence in
dress during pregnancy, perceived importance of clothing
during pregnancy, satisfaction with maternity employment

apparelr cârêêr orientation, and atbitude toward pregnancy.

The situational variable of level of visibility in the

workplace was examined, as were demographic variables.
Details of the purchase of a recently acguired maternity

emproyment outfit were investigated. rnformation on sources

of maternity employment apparel v¡as collected.

Childbirth education participants from the Winnipeg

area erere recruited to take part in the study. A total of
203 questionnaires erere collected, giving a 65t response

rate.

Almost aII of the respondents were first-time mothers.

The majority erere between the ages of 25 and 29. ttodal
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personar and househord incomes e¡ere respectivery g20ro00 to
ç29,999 and $50,000 to 959,999. The majority of respondents

$rere employed in professional and crerical occupations and

had earned a post-secondary certificate, diploma, or

Bachelor's degree. The sample proved not to be

representative of either pregnant hromen or working women,

according to t¡tanitoban and Canadian census data.

Three-quarters of the sample were between 7 and g.5

months pregnant, and almost harf began !.rearing maternity
clothing when they were between 4 and 4.5 months pregnant.

The vast majority of participants were not prepared to spend

more than S600 on their working wardrobe and more than $r00
on an individuar outfit for work. yet most individuars
purchased the bulk of their maternity clothing. However,

borrowed clothing was also used extensively.
Pants outfits were most popular for work. According to

the responses given for perceived importance of evaluative
criteria, respondents were primariry looking for clothing
that was comfortable and wourd expand along with the figure.
crothing that r.¡as purchased had to be suitable for the work

environment. Fit and non-restricting features were arso

important considerations.

The resurts suggest that respondents primariry relied
on their own personal preference when making clothing
choices, and did not feeÌ that externar information sources

were important in making the decision to purchase materniÈy
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employment apparel.

Information sources $Jere categorized into six groups to
deverop composite indices for subsequent hypothesis testing.
These incruded intrapersonar, interpersonal-r prinL, retail,
professional, and audio-visual information sources.

rntrapersonar sources eJere rated as being most important in
the purchase decision, followed by retail sources. Both of
these indices yielded low reliability coefficients, while
the remaining indices had an acceptable level of
reliability.

OveraII, study participants had a high degree of
confidence in their ability to dress in a professional or

appropriate manner for work, and felt that clothing ptayed

an important rol-e in career success during pregnancy. There

was mild dissatisfaction with maternity employment apparel

avairable in the marketplace. Positive attitudes towards

Pregnancy were expressed. The women demonstrated a neutral
career orientation. They perceived themselves as having a

high leve1 of visibility in the workplace.

Five hypotheses lvere tested. The first related to the

dimensionality of importance ratings assigned to maternity
employment apparel evaruative criteria. This hypothesis was

accepted, as the application of factor analysis to the

evaluative criteria data revealed three dimensions of
criteria importance ratings. These erere labeIIed
Appearance, Practicality, and Economy factors. The
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Practicality factor accounted for the greatest proportion of
variation in the data, while the Economy factor $ras

responsible for the least. An anarysis of individual facÈor
index scores reveared that economy-oriented criteria were

rated as most important in the purchase decision, forrowed
by practical-ity- and appearance-oriented criteria.

The second hypothesis dealt with the rerationships of
the product characteristics of outfit type and outfit price
to scores on the Appearance, practicarity, and Economy

factors. one-way ANOVA was used to test the hypothesis.
Type of outfit was found to have no rerationship with the
perceived importance of appearance-, practicality-, or
economy-oriented evaluative criteria. A negative
rerationship existed between price of outfit and scores on

the Economy factor. No statisticarry significant
rerationship existed between outfit price and either of the
Appearance or practicality factors.

The third hypothesis examined the relationships between
nine demographic variables and evaruative criteria factor
index scores using one-$ray ANovA. The onry statisticalry
significant rerationship was between reported maternity
employment apparel wardrobe expenditures and the perceived
importance of appearance-oriented evaluative criteria. As

wardrobe expenditures increased, so did scores on the
Appearance factor.

simple linear regression anarysis was used to Èest the
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fourth hypothesis for relationships between evaruative
criteria factor index scores and scores on the consumer and

situational composite indices. A positive rerationship was

identified between serf-confidence in dress during pregnancy

and Èhe perceived importance of practicality-oriented
evaluative criteria. positive relationships v,rere arso

identified between perceived importance of crothing during
pregnancy and the perceived importance of both appearance-

and practicality-oriented evaluative criteria.
the fifth hypothesis reried on pearson product moment

correrations to test for associations between evaluative
criteria factor index scores and scores on each of the six
information source composite indices. scores on the

intrapersonar index vùere positivery correlated with scores
on each of the Appearance, practicality, and Economy

dimensions of evaruative criteria importance ratings.
Positive associations were also evident for the Appearance

factor and each of the interpersonal, audio-visualr print,
retail, and professional indices.

Conclusions

A number of conclusions may be drawn based on the

findings of the study. That four of the five evaluative
criteria perceived as being most important in maternity
employment apparer purchase decisions represent a concern

for the rerationship between the physical serf and clothing
was not unexpected. pregnancy may serve to raise awareness
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of the body and its sensations (Dowdeswerr & Kernaleguen,

1975). Pregnant individuars are likely to have a heightened

sensitivity to comfort, fit, restrictiveness and expansion

of clothing. Yet at the same time, study participants did
not ignore the rerationship between the social self and the
external environment in their crothing choices, as they
praced a high importance on the suitabirity of clothing for
the workplace.

Members of the sampre perceived tittre importance of
externar information sources in their crothing purchase

decisions. This is consistent with the findings of Midgrey
(1983) and shim (r986). A potentiar expranation is that
individuals may not recognize the subtre impact of the mass

media or reference group influence on their behaviour, and

thus underestimate the importance of various information
sources. Alternatively, they may simply not have engaged in
external information search. rf there is little risk
perceived in a purchase situation, there is Iimited
motivation to search for information as a risk-reducing
strategy (Engel et âI., 1986). Scores on the self-
confidence in dress index revealed a high Level of
confidence in the ability to dress in a professionar or
appropriate manner for work. pregnant working women who

possess this type of serf-confidence may perceive rittre
risk of making incorrect employment apparel choices.

AdditionaJ-Iy, because maternity clothing is worn for
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only a short period of time, there may also be minimal risk
associated with making an inappropriate purchase decision.
rt is obvious from the low importance attached to the
criterion of appropriate for post-pregnancy use, that the
respondents did not expect their maternity apparer to have

an extended wear rife. pregnancy may constitute a period of
experimentation in dressr given that it can be discarded
following birth. For this reason the negative conseguences

of purchasing crothing that is not refrective of the serf-
concept may be regarded as being minimal.

Resurts of the hypothesis testing suggest that pregnant
working $¡oman essentiatry look to three types of evaruative
criteria when making maternity emproyment apparel purchase
decisions. Economy-oriented evaluative criteria may be

given the greatest attention in the purchase decision
because maternity crothing has a short erear tife. Therefore
pregnant working women may be highry conscious of crothing
cost, and attempt to minimize their expenditures. As welr,
first-tirne mothers may find themsetves with many chird-
rerated expenses. These may reduce the amount of
discretionary income availabLe for crothing expenditures.

Furthermore, the resurts of the hypothesis testing
suggest that it is possibre to predicÈ the sarience of these
different type of evaruative criteria in the purchase

decision. outfit price was found to be a statisticarry
significant predictor of perceptions of economy-oriented
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eval-uative criteria; serf-confidence in dress and perceived
importance of ctothing during pregnancy $rere found to be

statistically significant predictors of the perceived

importance of practicarity-oriented evaluative criteria; and

maternity employment wardrobe expenditures and perceived

importance of clothing during pregnancy $rere found to be

indicative of the salience of appearance-oriented criteria.
However, in terms of the practical significance of

these findings, it is evident that individually, these

variables were not important predictors of the perceived

importance of maternity emproyment apparel evaruative
criteria. The exception was the variabl-e of perceived

importance of crothing during pregnancy, which explained a

significant proportion of the variation in the importance

attached to appearance-oriented evaruative criteria.
The hypothesis testing results also point to a

relationship between the information search and arternative
evaluation stages of the consumer decision process. This is
particularry evident for the perceived importance of
appearance-oriented evaluative criteria, which was

positivery associated with the perceived importance of arL
six types of information sources that were investigated.
Pregnant working women who emphasize appearance criteria in
maternity clothing purchase decisions may be more prone to
seek information from a diverse range of information
sources.
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This study has several implications for the marketing

of maternity apparel. Even through members of the sample

enjoyed high househord and personar incomes, relative to
comparison data, they were not prepared to spend high

amounts of money on either individual outfits, or their
entire working wardrobes. one mighb assume that pregnant

working women with l-ower incomes would have more rimited
clothing expenditures, and therefore would be prone to rely
heaviry on borrowed or secondhand crothing. whire pregnant

working women desire low-cost clothing, judging by

participant comments made at the end of the questionnaire,
they are not willing to sacrifice clothing qualiÈy or
fashionability. Producers and serrers of maternity apparer
appear to face a difficult task, as clothing quality and

fashion lever generarry have a direct bearing on price.
The ways that ctothing responds to the physicat changes

accompanying pregnancy aJ-so appears to be an important

consideration to pregnant working women. producers of
maternity clothing must therefore give attention to clothing
features that ensure fit and comfort throughout pregnancy.

However, these garment details arso add to a garment's total
cost. A careful barancing act is required to maintain bhe

right mix of price and styling.
This study suggests that marketers of maternity apparer

can develop profires of the pregnant working consumer, based
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on the evaluative criteria judged to be important in the
purchase decision, by using demographic variables, consumer

attitudes tor.¡ards employment apparel, and product-related
variables. However, these profites must be multi-
dimensionar. consumer purchase decision behaviour is too
complex to be adequatery predicted by individuar variabres.

Given that the resurts of this investigation suggest
pregnant working may not rely heavily on externar sources of
information when making crothing purchase decisions, the
effectiveness of mass media advertising may be rimited.
Knowledgeabre sales staff may be a key means of product

promotion.

Recommendations for Further Research

The current investigation of the maternity emproyment

apparer purchase decisions of pregnant working women was

limited to a select group of individuals, namely childbirth
education participants. studies of pregnant individuals,
crothing behaviours have reried heaviry on this population
(Greer, 1988; l.tiIIer, I985; Rivard, l97g) . Research in this
area needs to be extended to a more diverse group of
pregnant individuals to determine the vatidity of variabre
relationships already identified.

The variation in Appearance, practicality, and Economy

factor index scores that v¡as attributable to the independent

variables was generarry ress than rOt. This suggests that
other potentiar determinants of maternity emproyment apparel
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purchase decision behaviour need to be examined. F.or

exampre, cassill and Drake (r9B7a) found rifestyre variabres
to be usefur in explaining patterns of evaruative criteria
usage among female purchasers of social and emproyment

apparel. AIso, multivariate data analysis needs to be

utirized' as murtiple infruences on the purchase decision
process exist.

Explorations of the perceived importance of evaruative
criteria in maternity emproyment apparel purchase decisions
courd take other forms. structured rists of evaluative
criteria used in serf-administered questionnaires, whire
convenient to use for both the researcher and respondent,

may not contain all salient criteria. Eckman's et aI.
(I990) free response interview technique offers the

opportunity to identify a broader range of criteria that may

be important in product selection. The same recommendation

applies to the investigation of the perceived importance of
clothing information sources.

As weIl, it cannot be determined from this study

whether the information collected on the perceived

importance of evaruative criteria and information sources is
indicative of actual purchase decision behaviour.

Experimentar simurations of the actual purchase situation
may be used to assess the value of survey techniques.

The data collected for this study courd be subjecLed to
further anarysis. Relationships between demographic
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variabres and consumer and situationar variabres could be

explored, as could relationships between demographic

variables and the perceived importance of clothing
information sources.

Recomrnendations for revision of the instrument emproyed

in this study may arso be made. severar study participants
commented to the researcher that it was easier to report
data pertaining to their pregnancy in weeks rather than

months. This would appry to questions on month of pregnancy

and month when maternity employment apparel was first worn.

Data colrected on sources of maternity emproyment apparer

were nonsensical in many cases, indicating the question
posed to study participants v¡as not clearly understood.

several respondents recommended substituting the word

professional for business-like in the emproyment apparel
attitude statements. FinaIly, the items comprising the

attitude toward pregnancy index faired to exhibit construcL

varidity. A more varid instrument shourd be deveroped t oÍ
an existing one that displays this quality should be

employed in subsequenl investigations.
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Questionnaire Cover Letter

Dear Participant:
Today' more and more hromen are working during aII or part of theirpregnancy. t¡taternity apparer that is suited to the rifestyle
demands of working women- is now making an appearance in themarketplace. However, in order for mãterniiy apparel marketers toensure that this clothing is meeting the neeãs õi working !.romen,they need to have a thorouqh unders[anding of the women whopurchase their products.

rn hopes of being abre to assist marketers in furbhering bhisknowledge, r aT óurrently undertaking a study of the Èactors whichare important in the crothing purchaõe of prêgnant working *o*"r,,and how working women feel about their cfoiniñg, jobs, anãpregnancies. If you are currently working, or-hale worked at somepoint since you bggan wearing maternity cÍothing, yo.ri input onthese topics would be greatly appreciaËed. sinõe ônry a Ámalrnumber of women like you are beiñg asked to participa'ter lourresponse wilI !"IP to ensure that this survey accurätely ieflectsthe views of Winnipeg vromen.

The questionnaire wirr require approximately 20 minutes of yourtime. Please return it to me upõñ completiôn. v"u-*ãy be åssuredof complete confidentiality in your reËponses, as your name wilrnever be placed on the questionñaire.

If-you would like to receive a summary of the study resultsr pleaseprint your name and address on the caid that accomþanies this-questionnaire. Return this to me separately from ihequestionnaire.

rf you wish to contact me at any time with questions abouL mystudy, f may be reached at 474-gTg2.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Lisa l¡t. Lix
Graduate Student

Elizabeth Shannon
Research Advisor
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Quest ionnai re

CIOIHIIIG DECTSIONS OF PREGI{IANT WORKTNG T{OHEN

LISÀ I,T. LIX
GRÀDI]ÀTE STI]DSNT

DEPARTI,IENT OF CtÆ{tEfNc AND TEKTILES
T]NTVERSTTY OF I{ANITIOBÀ

WINNIPEG, !{.ANTTOBÀ

Please answer all questions to the best of your ability.
Do not put your name on this booklet.

Your responses wirr be kept strictry confidential-.
Thank you for your he1p.
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The questions contained in this bookret dear with yourpurchase" of maternity clothing for work, and yoû,feelings about your job, your clothingr and yåu,
pregnancy.

Prease read each question carefurly and circle the
¡'¡rmt¡g¡ sf the _response ïnig! is most ãppricaElle to þu,feelings. Try to respond to a1lquestions. Any comments you may wfsh to mát<e may be

added at the end of the questionnaire.



This section contains questions on the decisions you make about thenaternity clothiqg Ç.hat vou purchase to wear to work. Please reãli-
to your

answer.

l. Eow much of the maternity clothing that you wear to work has/
will be obta circle
the number that corresponds to your response. Use the
following scale:

154

SECTION 1

I NONE
2 VERY LITTLE
3 ABOUT EALF
4 A GREAT DE.AL
5 ÀLL

4 5 Buy New Clothing
4 5 Buy Secondhand Clothing
4 5 Borrow From Family/Friends
4 5 Gif ts of Maternity CJ.othing
4 5 Sew t¡taternity Clothing
4 5 Buy Custom-Made Clothing
4 5 Rent Èlaternity Clothing
4 5 Reuse Clothing From Last

Pregnancy

TEE NEXT QIIESTIONS DE.AL ONLY ItfrTE YOUR PIIRCEASES OF NETI
I,IATERNITY CIÆTEING

2. think back to your last purchasF of a maternitv outfit that is
tl4¡ical of what you
corresponds to the type of outfit this !üas.

]- SUIÎ
2 DRESS
3 JUIqPER AND SEPARÀTES
4 SKIRT AND SEPARÀTES
5 PANTS AND SEPARATES
6 OTHER (please specify)

3. Eow long ago did you make this purchase? (circle number)

1 LESS THAN TWO WEEKS AGO
2 IIORE THAN TI{O WEEKS, BUT LESS THAN A MONTH AGO
3 ONE TO TWO MONTHS AGO
4 THREE TO FOUR ITONTHS AGO
5 MORE THAN FOUR MONTHS AGO

T23
L23
L23
L23
L23
L23
L23
L23
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4. Eow much did you pay for this outfit? (circte number)

1 LESS THAN 9502 $s0 99
3 $100 149
4 $r50 r99
5 $200 249
6 $2s0 299
7 S300 oR troRE

K9.p Èhis same outfit in mind whire reading each iteur below.Prease indicate how important each of thesã factors $ras inygur decision. !o pu.rchase__this particular outfit by òiicf ingthe appropriate nr:m5er.-Use the following scale: -

T I¡OT THFORTANT
2 SOT{ET{EÀT IHPORTANT
3 II{PORTÀNT
4 VERY IHPORTANT

5.

L23
r23
L23
L23
L23
I23
r23
L23
I23
L23
L23
L23
r23
r23
L23
r23
L23
t23
I23
L23
r23
L23
t23
L23
L23

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4

Pleasing to Others
Fabric Type and euality
Quality of Construction
Ease of Dressing
Brand and Store Name

Ease of Care
Expands with Figure
Fiber Content
Non-Restricting Style
Comfor t
Suitability to Individual
Coordinates with Existing Wardrobe
Minimizes Size of Figure
Good.Buy (Good Va1ue for !,toney)
Fashionabi I i ty
Price
Enhances pregnant Shape
Fir
Appropriate for Work
Colour

Sexiness
Appropriate for post-pregnancy Use
Prest ige
Durability
Attractiveness of Outfit
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Keep this same outfit in mind whire compreting the nextguestion. Below are a list of possible sources of infornationabout maternity clothing. ltow import.ntherping you make the deõisio_q rþ þurchase_rhis outii[-ii..what to buy, wher lease circle thenumber that corresponds to your response. use the followingscale:

3
3
3
3
3

34
34
34
34
34

t
2
3
4

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

L234
L234
r234
L234
L234
r234
L234
L234
L234
L234

NOI IIjIPORTANT
SOI,TET{HAT TITPORTÀNT
II{PORTÀNT
VERY I}TPORTANT

I
I
I
1
1

t
t
1
I
I

1
I
I
I
t

3 4 Family or Relatives
3 4 TV Commercials or programs
3 4 Radio Àdvertisements ó, programs
3 4 Newspaper Advertisements
3 4 Newspaper Articles

4 Pregnant Friends
4 Pregnant Work Associates
4 Non-pregnant Friends
4 Non-Pregnant Work Associates4 Spouse

4 SociaL Gatherings
4 Public places
4 Doctors or Nurses
4 Prenatal Classes

Women's Business Magazines
General Women's Magazines
General Interest Magazines
Fashion llagazines
Ilagazines for pregnant l{omen or New

Mothers

'rDress For Success', Books
Maternity Books
RetaiI Store Catalogues
Pattern Books
Clothing Seminars

Past Purchases of Maternity ClothingDisplays in Clothing Storeê
Salespeople in Ctothing Stores
Personal preference
Personal Shoppers or Wardrobe

Consultants

r23
L23
L23
t23



This section dears with your attitudes toward your pregnancy, yourjob' and the maternity clothing that you vrear Lo woit.- pleãse-read
each statement and circle the number of the response that best
describes your feerings. use the forlowing scate to make your
responses:

SECTION 2

T STRONGLY DISAGREE
2 DTSÀGREE
3 NEIITRÀL (NO PÀRTICULAR FrnET.INc EITEER WAy)
4 AGRE.E
5 STRO}reLY ÀGREE

L57

I feel confident in putting together
a business-like appearance during my
pre9nancy.

I consider the maternity clothing I
buy for work a good investment.

It is especially important for
pregnant $romen who deal wibh the
public or clients to portray a
professional appearance.

I am secure in my ability to dress
appropriately for work during my
pregnancy.

It is important for me to portray a
business-like image at work during my
pregnancy.

I am satisfied with the kinds of
maternity clothing styles that are
available for working women.

Itly seJ.f-conf idence is high in
selecting maternity clothing for
work.

It is important for me to wear
business-like maternity ctothing when
attending meetings with colleagues or
supervisors.
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Scale: I STRONGLY
2 DISAGREE
3 NETITRÀL
4 AGREE
5 STRONGLY

DTSAGREE

2

2

AGR.EE

I feel that the appropriate maternityclothing for work can have a positivä
effect on the way f feel in businesssituations, as well- as how othersfeel about me.

Undoubtedly, I am good at choosing
appropriate maternity clothing foi
work.

I feel there is a good variety ofmaternity clothing available for
working women.

Wearing business-Iike clothing helps
me gain respect from others at workduring my pregnancy.

I interact regularly with thepubtic or clients on a face-to-face
basis in my work.

I enjoy working and would continue todo so regardless of financial need.

The way I feel about my work is more
important than the amount of money I
make.

I interact regularly vrith my
superiors on a face-to-face basis in
my work.

I view my work as a career rather
than a job.

The main reason I work is for thefinancial contribution f make to myfamily's welfare.
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Scale: I STRONGLY DfSÀGREE
2 DISÀGREE
3 NET]TRÀL
4 ÀGREE
5 STRONGLY AGREE

r 2 3 4 5 À woman can 100k as attractive duringher pregnancy as she normally does. '
I 2 3 4 5 tty pregnancy is a happy event.
L 2 3 A 5 Ilikehavingothersknowlam

pregnant.

I 2 3 4 5 I wanted to wear my regular clothesfor as long as posáibrã during ,oy--pregnancy.

L 2 3 4 5 I was happy to learn I was pregnant.
L 2 3 4 5 rfeelressattractivenowthanrdid

before f was pregnant.
I 2 3 4 5 I look forward to being a mother.
L 2 3 4 5 I don,t 1ike seeing my body so ì-arge.
I 2 3 4 5 I wear maternity clothes to hide my

abdomen.

L 2 3 4 5 I enjoy seeing my body change duringpregnancy.

1 2 3 4 5 f-do. not enjoy wearing maternity
clothes.

1 2 3 4 S Apregnanteromancandressas
fashionabty as other women.
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This section deats with personal information that wiII be used for
9.roup comparisons of data. Please read each question and circlethe appropriate number, or fill in the bl_ank.

l ' Estimated amount you wirl/have spent on @- hing forwork during this pregnancy. (ciicle numbfl--
I LESS THAN $2002 $200 399
3 S400 599
4 9600 799
s $800 999
6 SI000 oR MORE

2. How many months.pregnan! wele you when you began wearingmaternity clothing? (fiIl in blank)

SECTION 3

I{ONTHS

How many months pregnant are you now? (fiII in blank)

¡¡IONTHS

3.

4. Is this your

I
2

first child?

YES

5. Your age.

*ol

( ci rcle

I 190R
220
325
4 30
5 3s
640
7 45 0R

number )

YOUNGER
24
29
34
39
44

OLDER

(circle number )

If Dor how many other
(circle number)

L234s

children do you

OR I,TORE

have?
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6. what is the highest rever of education you have completed?(circle number)

1 SO}iE HIGH SCHOOL
2 EIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMÀ
3 SOI,IE POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION
4 POST-SECONDARY CERÎIFICATE OR DIPLOMA
5 BACHELOR'S DEGREE
6 SOI¡IE POST.GRADUATE EDUCATION
7 I¡IÀSTER I S DEGREE OR PH. D.

7. what is your current employment status? (circle number)

1 WORKING FULL-TII.1E, PAID EI,I.PLOYEE
2 WORKING FULL-ÎIT.I.E, VOLUNTEER OR UNPAID E¡JIPLOYEE
3 WORKING PART-TI¡IE, PATD EI{PLOYEE
4 9IoRKrNc PART-TII{E, VOLUNTEER OR UNPATD EtrpLOyEE
5 SELF.EMPLOYED
6 NOT PRESENTLY WORKING

l{hen did you last work? (circle number)

1 LESS THÀN TWO I,IONTHS AGO
2 TWO TO FOUR MONTHS AGO
3 FIVE TO SIX I¡IONTHS AGO
4 IIORE TEAN SIX MONTES AGO

8. Describe your present or most recent occupation. (firr in
blank )

JOB TITLE:

9. How long have you been working at your present or most
recent job? (circle number)

I LESS THAN 6 MONTHS
2 6 12 ¡¡IONTHS
3 I 2 YEARS
4 3 5 YEARS
5 6 10 YEARS
6 MORE THÀN IO YEARS

10. Are/were you required to wear a uniform for this job? (circle
number )

1 YES
2NO



1I. Which of the following
present or most recent

L62

best describes the work setting of your
occupation? (circle number)

I
2
3

I PRI¡.IARILY WORK IN A BUSINESS/OFFICE SETTING
I PRIì,I.ARILY 9IORK OUT OF I¡fY OWN HOT.TE

OTHER (please specify)

( circleL2. Your family's total annual income before taxes.
number )

r rEss rHAN sro 000
2 Sr0 000 19 999
3 S20 000 29 999
4 S30 000 39 999
s s40 000 49 999
6 Sso 000 s9 999

7 S60 000 69 999
B $70 000 79 999
9 980 000 89 999
10 $90 000 99 999
1r s100 000 oR lfoRE

(circle number)

$60 000 69 999
$70 000 - 79 999
s80 000 89 999
$90 000 99 999
$r00 000 oR MoRE

13. Your annual personal income before taxes.

I LESS THAN $r0 000
2 Sr0 000 19 999
3 920 000 29 999
a $¡0 000 39 999
5 S40 000 49 999
6 S50 000 s9 999

7
8
9
t0
1I

***********:t*ù**tt***************i¡***:t*************:t*:t***********
*********:t****lt:tt*t***************i****************::*********:t***

Any additional comments you wouJ-d like to make
about yourself, your clothing, or your pregnancy

would be appreciated. Please feel free to use the
space below, or a separate page.
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Questionnaire Evaluation Form

I T{OT'LD APPRECIÀTE YOT] PROVIDING YOT]R CRITICAL RE,ACTION TO THE
Q{IESTTONNAIRE ONCE YOTI EÀVE COI,TPLEIED I1.

1. DID YOU FIND THE QUESTIONNAIRE EASY TO FILL OUT?

NO YES

2. ABOUT HOW LONG DrD IT TAKE YOU TO FILL OUT THE QUESTTONNATRE?

¡.IINUTES

3. WERE THERE QUESTIONS FOR WHICH YOU COULD NOT FIND AN
AppRopRIATE ANSWER, OR HAD NO OPPORTUNITY TO LIST YOUR OWN
ANSWER? (PLEASE INDTCATE THE NUtjtBER OF THE QUESTIONS AND

YOUR ANSWER)

4. WHAT ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS, IF ANY, DID YOU HAVE IN ANSWERING
THE QUESTIONS?

5. WAS THE SIZE OF PRINT TOO S¡JIALL?

NO YES

6. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO PROVIDE ÀNY ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS OR
COMMENTS THAT WOULD HELP ME T}IPROVE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.

RETT]RN THIS CRITIQUE FORü hIITH YOTIR COT,IPLETED QT]ESTIONIIAIRE
TEANK YOT' FOR YOTIR EELP
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Appendix B

Consumer and Situational Composite Indices
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Consumer and Situational Composite fndices
Self-Confidence in Dress During pregnancv

1- r feel confident in putting together a business-like
appearance during my pregnancy.

2. r am secure in my abirity to dress appropriatery for workduring my pregnancy.

3. {y serf-confidence is high in selecting maternity crothingfor work.

4. undoubtedry, r am good at choosing appropriate maternityclothing for work

Perceived Importance of Clothinq Durinq pregnancv

1. r consider the maternity clothing r buy for work a good
investment.

2. It is especially important for pregnant $romen who deal withthe pubric or crients to portray a professionar appearance.

3. rt is important for me to wear business-rike maternityclothing when attending meetings with corleagues or
supervisors.

4. rt is_important for me to portray a business-like image at
work during pregnancy.

5. I feel that the appropriate maternity clothing for work can
have a positive effect on the way r feel in businesssituations, as weII as how others feel about me.

6. wearing business-Iike crothing helps me gain respect fromothers at work during my pregnancy.

Satisfaction with l,taternitv Emplovment Apparel

1. r am satisfied with the kinds of maternity crothing stytesthat are available for working vromen.

2. r feel there is a good variety of maternity crothingavailable for working women.

Attitude Toward pregnancv

t. t{y pregnancy is a happy event.

2. I Like having others know I am pregnant.
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3. r wanted to wear my regurar clothes for as long as possibleduring my pregnancy.
4. I was happy to learn I eras pregnant.

5. r feer ress attractive now than r did before r was pregnant.
6. f look forward to being a mother.

7. I don't like seeing my body so 1arge.

8. I wear maternity clothes to hide my abdornen.

9. I enjoy seeing my body change during pregnancy.

10. I do not enjoy wearing maternity clothing
11. A woman can look as attractive during her pregnancy as shenormally does.

12. A pregnant h¡oman can dress as fashionably as other women.

Career Orientation

1. r.enjoy working and wourd continue to do so regardress offinancial need.

2. The way r feel about my work is more important than the
amount of money f make.

3. I view my work as a career rather than a job.

4. The main reason f work is for the financial contribution I
make to my family's welfare.

Visibilitv to Superiors and the public

t. r interact regularly with the pubric or clients on a face-to-face basis in my work.

2. r interact reguLarly with my superiors on a face-to-facebasis in my work.
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Appendix C

First-Order Variable Relationships
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Tab1e 34

Chi:Çquare Test of Independence for Price of Outfit and Tvpe of
Outfit 1f.l=I95)

Price of Outfita

Row Tota1

I
2

3

42

25

9

DF

37

34

L2

T2

24

0

9I

83

2L

195Column Total

Chi-square
Stat i st ic

p

J.4.292 .006

aPrice of outfit: Group
Group
Group

Group

l=less than $50
2=950 to 999
3=$100 or more

l= pants outfit
2= dressr suitr jumper and separates,

skirt and separates
3= other

btyp" of outfit:
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Table 35

arman Rank Order Correlations for De ra ic Variables

9r-o5e3c2bla

Correlat ion Coef f ici ent /p-Va lue/N

4d 6' th

I 1.00
.00
200

)

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

.29 .3{

.0001 .000r
t95 196

.{l .36

.0001 .000r
196 197

.63

.0001
t95

r.00
.00
t9?

.0€ .t3

.5.¡09 .06t,t
t94 196

.24

.0004
200

I .00
.00
201

-.14
.0523

200

- .32
.000t
20t

-. 3t
.000r
196

-.38
.0001
I97

I .00
.00
20t

. t9

.0082
200

-.03
.674t

201

,0{
.5{00
r96

.08

.278t
t9?

-.03
.6600

201

r.00
.00
20r

.005

.9400
I98

.04

. s826
199

.25

.0005
1.94

.26

.0002
r95

-. ).0
. t685
199

-.003
.9685
r99

t.00
.00
200

-.16
.o272
t98

.07

.3089
r99

.06

.37 29
r95

.t2

.0847
199

-.0t
.8800

200

.06

.3746
20r

.lI

. l.296
1.9 7

-.I3
.0700
I97

1.00
.00
196

-.02 . l0
. ?200 . t465
t96 20t

-.I1. .03
. rl23 .66t3
1.97 199

.lI

. 1.09 7

r99

1.00
.00
201

r.00
.00
t 99

l¡s"
'Educat ion
leousefrold Inco6e
-Personal Incotre
)Occupa t ion
^Length of time in employment
:Haternity employoent s¿idrobe
'.'l{onth rrhen Eaternity clothing
^t¡.onth of pregnancy

expenditures
uas first Horn
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Table 36

Pearson Product Moment Correlations for Consumer and Situational
Indices

Cor relat ion Coef f icienL/ p-Value,/N

scDa PICb coc SMEAd VSPE ATPf

scD

PIC

co

SIT{EA

VSP

ATP

r.00
.00
203

.37

.0001
203

r.00
.00
203

.20

.0043
203

.23

.00r
203

r.00
.00
203

.19

.0060
202

-.04
.5256
202

-.04
.5263
202

r.00
.00
202

.26

.0017
20L

.29

.000r
203

.29

.0001
203

-.06
.3810
202

1.00
.00
20L

.22

.0017
20L

.05

.47 47
20l-

-.10
.1698

201

.08

.2403
200

.03

.6841
20L

r.00
.00
20L

flseff-confidence in dress during pregnancy
iPerceived.importance of clothing during pregnancy
lCareer orientation
fSatisfaction with maternity emptoyment apparel
lvisiuirity to superiors anã tn-e püuric
'Attitude towards pregnancy
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Tab1e 37

Pearson Product l'foment Correlations for fnformation Source
Indices

Cor relat ion Coef f icient/P-VaIue/N

1a 2b 3c 4d 5e 6f

r.00
.00
193

.55

.0001
193

r.00
.00
195

.62

.000r
191

.75

.000r
193

r.00
.00
194

.48

.0001
I88

.42

.0001
r90

.50

.000r
19r

r.00
.00
191

.28

.000r
191

.20

.0042
193

.20

.0044
L92

.24

.0007
19r

r. 00
.00
L94

.56

.0001
r90

.61

.0001
191

.59

.0001
191

.4r

.0007
189

.r9

.0086
I9I

r.00
.00
L92

f rntrapersonal sourcestAudio-visual sources
9print sourcesdRet.il sources
lrntrapersonal sourcestProfessional sources
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Appendix D

Participant Comments
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Participant Comments

"Several questions deal with variety, etc. A bigger concern
is cost. Exclusive market = increased prices, though well-
made, etc. I'd consider more than $50 to 980 an outfit too
much for a limited time wardrobe you'11 never want to see
again after wearing it day in and out throughout pregnancy.
Too expensive for variety."

"l.laternity clothes are too expensive ! "

rrThe main focus should not only be style. Because it is a
specialized 'niche' marketr prices are ridiculously high and
manufacturers feel they can charge that because of constant
demand. There is too much competition for a ne$, parent's
consumer doll-ar at this time, and while I would like to have
been abLe to buy more ctothing appropriate for work (which
also makes you feel better about yourself during a time of
rapid body change), we needed a crib, diapers, stroller,
baby clothes, etc. more."
!'There are some very nice maternity clothes out there, íf
you shop aroundr pât a little more and co-ordinate. I had a
harder time finding nice casual clothes. Everything was
friIls or bows, plaids and pastel colours."
rrFurther to question #f - Reuse
- l¡lost prenatal classes are only
mothers. "

"I feel that maternity clothing
much more seLection."

clothing from last pregnancy
attended by first-time

should be less expensive and

rrI went to France in the fall hoping to find interesting
pregnancy clothing but realized the North American market
caters better to my needs, but there is still a long way to
go. I buy mostly at Shirley K stores--good quality vs.
price. "

"I personally feel that maternity clothes, in most stores,
are very 'maternity'. They put bows, roses, and anything
else they can find on jumpsuits, sweaters, and just about
everything else. I prefer to dress very plainly but
stylish. I don't put rose apptiques on my clothes when I am
not pregnant, so I certainly don't want them now."

"I often have to work'in the field'which requires work
clothing (ie. overaIIs, parkas, work pants, etc.). I have
yet to see any of this clothing available anywhere. I,m
sure other pregnant r^romen working in non-traditional roles
(ie. welders, êDgineers, trades people) also find this a
problem. "
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"Need more fashionable maternity clothes using different
fabrics (ie. more cotton and wool as opposed to potyester).
Itlaternity clothes are very expensive. Need to develop an
affordable line of maternity clothing."

"Maternity clothing is generalty expensive not enough
competition. You have to have the means to buy something
different and fashionable."
I'If pregnant in winter months, stores don't tend to carry
bathing suits, except for specialty stores (ie. high
prices) . "

"I am disappointed in the selection available for business
wear maternity clothes. I am not prepared to spend $I50 on
a business outfit that I will be able to wear for only 3 or
4 months, whereas r would do this for regular business
attire. Consequently I have rented most of my maternity
clothes this time."
rrThey do not provide proper business clothing for larger
women who are pregnant. Eard to find good clothes in sizes
18 to 20. Also, maternity bras only go up to size 40C--
very few have size 42D or any bigger. "

"I work in a casual office atmosphere and therefor have been
able to wear casual clothes ( ie. sweatshirts, knit pants,
etc. ), and therefore have not had to spend a great deal of
money on my maternity wardrobe. My maternity wardrobe
consists of: I skirt, 4 pairs of pants, 6-8
sweatshi rts/sweaters . "

'rI had trouble making the transition between regular and
maternity clothing. There's an awkward stage between 3 and
4 months when 'skinny' or 'fat' clothes don't fit."

"Selection of maternity clothing is hard to find in my size
(r6-18)."
rrI found it very difficult to purchase maternity clothes for
the office that vJere both fashionable and professional and
yet affordable. Also, as I am only 27, I found many of the
styles looked too old for me and choices of fabric were
often 'old-fashioned'. I also found it difficult to find
clothes in my size 7/B or 9/L0. T also have long legs and
I found that the fabrics used for pants (corduroyr cotton)
shrunk a Iot. The selection was overall very poor. I found
Shirley K to be very high in cost and poor in quality.
Again, they tended to cater to older women and larger sizes.
They didn't have much in the way of coordinates either. the
selection at Bella Donna was great but they vrere very
expensive and if you waited for sales the smaller sizes r^rere
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gone. I'm pleased that you have chosen this area for your
studies and hope that more attention is paid to providing
working women with professional clothing at reasonable
costs. "

"I feel it is too bad that maternity clothes for work are so
expensive. I would sooner make them myself and have them
Iess expensive. I would never consider spending large
amounÈs of money on a new wardrobe for pregnancy. "

"I really like the clothes I bought but a1l the clothes that
suited my style, especially the blouses, are rayon and have
to be drycleaned. As I wear each outfit at least one time
every I working days, f am saying it is expensive getting
them dry-cleaned. Also, maternity clothes in stores should
be more in season, not like is as usual for other clothes.
I'm due in April and didn't start shopping till
November/December for maternity clothes, and sunmer clothes
$¡ere starting to be on shelves. I wanted to wait to make
sure everything with baby was OK before I started buying,
and the choice $ras getting slim and was very ugly with lots
of frills etc. We aren't all early 20's. I needed some
proÊessional looking clothes. r'

"Apart from my employment the only clothes I need are pants
and sweatpants as normal sweaters are big enough for mer âs
well as sweatshirts. ff I worked in a business office I
feel I would have a very hard time dressing because I have
tried on pants and blouses for special occasions and have
found them to be huge, or the legs unproportional to the
waist (too big). I am not a small or petite lady to begin
with, but I think businesses should be aware that there are
a lot of pregnant $romen who do not bloat up or expand
greatly except for their abdomen."

"f feel the clothes in maternity shops are all geared for:
(1) bigger women, or (2) the last month of pregnancy. AIso,
quality in sewing is poor compared to 'regular' clothes,
unless you buy the outrageously expensive 'ShirJ-ey K'
clothes, etc. Persona1ly, I have found shopping in
maternity stores discouraging. I only have maternity
clothes thanks to gifts or borrowed clothes. Otherwise,
I've bought elastic-waisted 'regular' clothes or shirts a
size too large fit is as good as maternity wear and prices
are better. "

rrThree previousì-y pregnant f riends Ient casual clothes.
This was very helpfuI. Department stores (ie. Eatons,
Sears, WooIco) carry poor selections of maternity clothes.
Shirley K has a nice selection of casual and dress clothes,
but very expensive. 9lhere are the moderately priced 'nice'
clothes? "
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"I had a hard time buying slacks which were long enough and
blouses with long enough sleeves. I am 5r IO'r taII. I have
been able to wear some loose non-maternity tops. I $Jear a
lab coat over my clothes at work. Clothes- that I wear to
work must be washable and may become stained. I don,t like
to spend a lot of money on clothes for work because they
take a lot of abuse. At the same time, f tike to appear
neat and professional. "

"I find maternity clothing is far too expensive. This makes
it very hard to purchase appropriate clothes for work. A1I
my purchases were on sale. AII regular priced clothing is
extremely expensive. I refuse to pay over 9f00 for an
outfit that will be worn for a ferv months. "

"l,laternity stores need to cater also to petite women. A lot
of the styles are too big for someone 5' 4' and under.
There needs to be more variety of maternity clothing. you
go into a store expecting a large selection and it just
isn't so. "

"Ir{aternity clothing selection which is not extremely
expensive (unless on sale) is quite difficult to find.
AIso, light shirts which are not hot are in short supply.',

"Ir{aternity clothing stores are far too expensive.
only purchased sale items."

I have

"Just a few comments:
-variety is Iimited
-difficult to maintain standards in style and quality

unless one is willing to pay outrageous prices or see,
-seldom pay fult price for pieces
-like to see more lingerie."

"I found selection and quality of clothing to be acceptable.
However, the expense sras substantial."

"I feel naternity clothing is over-priced. Often the
quality does not meet the price charged. It is as though
manufacturers/distributors or retailers are taking advantage
of the pregnant vroman. AIso, I believe more creativity and
thought could be given to maternity fashion design."

"I am very dísappointed with the selection of maternity
clothing in Winnipeg. I don't mind spending money on good
quality clothing and fashionable garments. Shirley K seems
to be the only place in this city to purchase maternity
clothes with style and quality."
I feel strongly that there is a dearth of suitable and
affordable clothing for pregnant women in business. Most of



what is availabte is unfashionable at best.
wear it when you're f eeling big?',

177

So who wants to

rrPregnant women can dress as fashionable as non-pregnant
eromen, provided they can afford it. unress you find a sale,maternity clothes are too expensive and theré isn't the bestselection, especially for short people. I am only 5' 2.t andfind many of the clothes too long."

"I enjoy the fabric, styles, and fit of the one-size-fits
all bought at stores like Au Coton, Freedom,
Karuba/sportell-e. They are fashionable, fun and dressy.But the larger sizes r noçv need are always sord out fiist !f find I like the styles of clothing at tf¡e 'maternity,storesr but the prices seem outrageous! Are Èhey preying
onltaking advantage of our situation? r do plan tó nãve atIeast one other child, but can't justify buying a $250outfit that will probabry be out of styre when-l am pregnant
again. "
I'l'ifty percent of my purchases have been made in the unitedstates. canada is racking in variety and price conscious
maternity vlear. "
rrl have happily completed this survey, but in aII honestyrfeel r am not the most suitabre of cãndidates. r work as asecretaryr but in a very sma1l, casual office, where I amnot required to 'dress up'. trty work wardrobe is the same as
my casual leisure-time wardrobe."

"r am single. r had troubre finding dresses r coul-d wearfor work and r prefer dresses during pregnancy because rfind skirts or pants very uncomfortable. - There were rots offancy dresses available. "
"In my place of work (school) casual dress is quite
acceptable. This wouLd differ from an office setting.',
"r find the serection of maternity clothing is terribte andthat bhe kind of clothing r wourd choose is very expensiveor at reast pricey for something that witr not be worn for agreat deal of time. The less expensive clothing is gaudy
and r would never wear it ( ie. the stuff with [¡re airows
and loud announcements of the pregnant state). The coroursof the cheaper crothing tend to mirror those that babies areforced to wear. In general I feel there is a lack ofdignity in maternity wear. There are very few stores thatcarry 'nice' clothing and never at a reasõnabre price unress
on sale, and then it is out of season.',
rrThere doesn't seem to be enough brouses that you can wearon the outside of skirts for a professional loók."
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"I normally sew most of my clothesr so continued to do so
for maternity clothes. "

'rI was going to buy maternity uniforms for work, but after
buying casual clothing for everyday $rear outside of work, r
didn't want any additional expenses. I wear strictly pants
and usually a t-shirt or casual shirt at work with a lab
coat. I feel the clothes I bought I will be able to wear in
the next pregnancy."

"I find that generally, the quality of construction of
maternity cloLhes is very poor compared to regular apparel.
I also used a lot of items from my existing wardrobe¡ âs did
a lot of my friends."

"Personalty I find that department store which do tend to
have the more economically priced crothing have no serection
and very limited sizes. There really are not a tot of
places you can buy maternity clothes. Even specialty
maternity shops are few and far between.,'

"Maternity clothes are over-priced for the quality of
material and especially the poor construction of them in
most stores. There is very litLle available to the person
who makes a low income yet who would like to dress nicely
and fashionable during pregnancy. Patterns for clothes are
limiLed and styles are very limited. If you find a dress in
a store that is beyond your budgetr tou can,t find a pattern
like it. t¡laterials are of poorer quality and fabric
selection is poorer over the years. As a nurse, maternity
uniforms to buy are very expensive and not worth the pricã
for the short time they are e¡orn. On average, you pay no
less that $50-$60 per uniform. Because maternity
(fashionable dresses and suits) cl-othes are getting higher
in price, you see most women wearing track suits. I 1ike to
dress nicely, but have found most things I like too
expensive and not worth the price. tty uniforms erere made
for work. I bought casual clothes from Shirley K and it
cost me an arm and a leg. I'm tired of wearing the same
things over and over anã can't wait to get intó'normall
clothes again and have a waist ! "

"Maternity clothes are usually more expensive that regular
cÌothes and are never on sale. Considering I can onty wear
them for a few months, this is quite discouraging.,'

"l.laternity clothes should cost a lot less in price that they
usually do because you on)-y çJear them f or a f ew months. "

'rMaternity clothes vrere made much too Iarge making me look
twice my_ãctual size. CouIdn't find fashionable ñaternity
clothes for petite women. Therefore r wore regular crothing
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through to 37 weeks. "

"I attended the pre-natal class on February 2I,1990 at St.
Boniface Hospital and obtained Èhis survey and I must say at
first I was not going to participate because I only wear
uniforms to work. But I would like to strongly voice my
opinion of the maternity selection in the stores and shops
of Winnipeg.

Last weekend my husband and I planned the whole day to
shop for a new wardrobe for me. I came home with only two
items and also very depressed. I found that the stores only
had a maximum three racks of maternity clothes and a very
stim sffiEîõn of styles and sizes. we went to about seven
major store outlets and two specialty shops. The specialty
shops were very over-priced and did not have a wide
selection either. So, as I said I came home very depressed.
ttty only option noe, is to plan a trip to Grand Forks, North
Dakota to shop for a new wardrobe of maternity clothes. I
am $rriting to you in hopes that possible, if only in some
small wây, this will add to your survey and future selection
of maternity clothing. Thank you.

P. S. In looking back at the selection of clothes I
saw I arn glad I erear uniforms to viork as the selection of
professional clothes was very slim and unappealing."

"I am going to be a single parent. I would appreciate
seeing a much Iarger selection and reasonable prices."

"I feel that there are noE enough maternity shops available
for pregnant women. I also feel that there should be more
of a selection for younger women (ie. more fashionable
dresses, more modern). f found myself having to sew outfits
that are currently popular because they weren't available.
And f also feel the price of most outfits you buy are
outrageous. I feel they could be less expensive."

"Concerns about exercise/active Ieisure wear may be helpful
to the development and availability of appropriate or
functional clothing for exercise. Lycra is a very good
fabric for Support/movement abiIity. "

"I would really have loved to be abÌe to buy maternity long
underwear. ÀLso, more variety and better fit in bras
without the unreasonable high prices."

"My main concern in buying clothes during my pregnancy, vras
the price and sizing of items. f found it very hard buying
clothes to fit me in the later part of my pregnancy.
l¡taternity departments seem to have lots of items for size
nine to fourteen. But my concern is as you increase in
size, for some vJomen, these sizes are too small. In my
experience, f could fit into size fourteen until my sixth
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month--by my eighth month I eras looking for size 18 just for
the comfort and room (my weight gain is only 20 pounds). I
watched for new shipments of clothing each week however 'when it did come, the largest size was 14. In order to
obtain the larger sizes you have to go to a maternity store,
and they charge outrageous prices for their clothes.

Which brings me to my second point. I don't understand
why the prices are so high. For a pair of pants you pay as
much as $40. For a dress as much as $60-70. Some prices
are even higher.

When you are working, especially in an office
atmosphere, you have dress codes so you aren't able to wear
sweats to work, therefore you have to go out and buy a nes,
wardrobe for a few months use. After your baby is born'
this wardrobe is no longer usable. Some women just can't
afford this.

In addition, f would like to state the material I found
best to be cotton. I feel pre-shrunk would be best as
wouldn't have to worry about the shrinkage.
I think this study you are doing is a terri

the manufacturers and retailers wiII learn more
concerns and needs. Ir{y husband and myself wish
your studies and thank you."

"Being a large size before pregnancy, it is difficult to
find maternity clothes in large sizes as wellr so I
generally sew most of my clothes and use a lot of knits for
their stretchability and comfort. They are not as durable
as other fabrics (wool, etc.) so not really "investment"
maternity wear. "

"As a consumer, I feel that there is not a very large
selection of maternity ctothing. The choices just aren't
there. "

"I feel that the prices of naternity clothing are too high
for the amount of time they are to be used. More clothing
that is on the casual side is needed because most pieces can
be dressed up with scarvesr pins and other accessories or
jewelry for a more business-like look."

"Very difficult to find comfortable and fashionable
uniforms. I did not buy any maternity uniforms from a
specialty uniform shop. I did not find that they were
comfortable or nice looking. AIso, they were too expensive
considering the fabric and quality. I preferred to purchase
pants and tops; front stretch panel pants and
cotton/polyester good quality t-shirts with shoulder pads,
or blouses with short sleeves. I did not purchase any tops
with bands around the bottom. "

fic idea so
about our
you luck in
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'rI had to travel to Vancouver and Calgary to find
appropriate professional maternity wear. I could find
nothing in Winnipeg and didn't hear of any stores in
t{innipeg that carried high quality career dresses/suits in
natural fibres (or otherwíse) for maternity wear. I hate
Fortrel and babyish or faddish styles such as Shirley K
stocks - ugh!n

"Having a salesclerk assist in the selection of appropriate
size clothing is helpful for a first pregnancy as it is hard
to imagine how large one will become. There is very little
maternity clothing suitable for petite women. Most pant
hems become too short as the abdomen expands. Prices of
maternity clothing are prohibitive."

'rI found the price of maternity clothes was very high
compared to similar regular clothes. AIso, selection in
most stores was either very casual or very high fashion with
few stores carrying middle-of-the-road fashions."

"As a nurse the selection of maternity uniforms is poor.
There are even fewer rnix/match separates to coordinate a
wardrobe. There is definitely room for improvement in this
area. t'

rrI feel that ready made maternity clothes available are
rarely something I would buy because: (t) they are really
overpriced, or (2) they are non-descript and cheap looking,
or (3) the colors available this year are terrible for the
most part (pastels and/or primary colors are really hard to
find). Because of this, f have chosen to make most of my
own maternity clothes. f end up with styles, fabrics, and
colors that I like at a fraction of the price (usually about
one-third of the retail price)."

"Separates are more economical than dresses. People would
buy more if more reasonably priced, as a major consideration
is that you are only wearing the articles for 5 months."
rrI prefer to purchase 'larget t-shirts, jumpers, etc. rather
than maternity clothes per se just because they are ¡Bore
comfortable and versatile. "

"I find that maternity clothing is very expensive,
especially tor the short time that you $rear it. I must say
that there is a nice selection to choose from. "

"Cheap maternity clothing is exactly that - CHEAP. It looks
and feels cheap. Nice maternity clothing is very overpriced
and there are very limited styles to choose from. The only
place in Winnipeg to buy half-decent maternity clothing is
Shirley K but the prices are much too high. I have just



been buying over-size, normal clothing. "

rrI feel that fashionable
good quantity at better
wonan cannot afford the
decent wardrobe in these
elsewhere. t'

LA2

tnwork maternity wear is available
stores, but the average working
current prices. You must pay for
storesr so we must look and shop

a

rrl found I didn't have to buy that much in maternity
clothing because of the style of big baggy clothing.
Clothes I already owned, a few I bought but will be able to
lrear them after the pregnancy."

'rI did not want to invest much money in clothing to be worn
for a few months. Ninety-five percent of my wardrobe was
borrowed and r'm happy witn that."

"Reasonably priced, fashionabl-e clothing is very important
because they will be worn for only a short, time."

"f find the price of maternity ctothing is high.,'

"I found maternity clothes in department stores overpriced
and not good quality. Because of functions I must attend I
bought one quality outfit for later pregnancy but at 702
reduced. For day to day I made several outfits. I am very
happy with the clothes I made for comfort and suitabitity.
The dress I bought is more formal. For work (in studio) I
like comfortable casual clothes--loose cotton oversized tee
shirts and legging pants were appropriate. I also e¡ore a
pair of pregnancy blue jeans often.

In the rvinter I wore sweaters almost every day
(oversized). I got sick of dressing for warmth as I bus
around and don't have a car (woutd have appreciated one
smart warm outfit). Summer clothes are easier to be
satisfied with --loose dresses, pregnancy coveralls, etc.
l.luch of these items were hand me downs from friends. I am
making a few items--shirt and dress--for clothes more suited
to my taste and public functions.

I am an accomplished sevrer I must add, but have a hard
time finding the time to see¡ as much as I would like. The
time for sewing I view as a luxury.

I am very sick of pregnancy clothes that look cute. f
like plain tailored items or somewhat feminine items. No
slogans on tee shirts--to me this is very poor taste.

There are very nice clothes to be bought through stores
like Bella Donna but I find the price prohibitive except at
sale time when it becomes better. I am also interested in
clothes bhat can be adapted for the post partum period when
spending real money. "
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rrl rm 5'11.5" tall with a 37 inch inseam. It's almost
irnpossible for me to buy clothes off the rack. Luckily I
ha-ve a friend who is 6 feet tall who has just finished her
pregnancy. she made some beautiful clothes which I can
srear. rt

rrThe maternity clothing available for vromen today is-
beauEiful, however nicè outfits are extremely expensive. I
wouldn't mind paying for these clothes, especially for.work,
if I was pregnãnl fõr only one season. However, I needed
both wintãr ãnd spring/summer clothes which, in my opinion
makes it impractióal and not cost effective to purchase too
many 'nice' client outfits. AS a result, I pu.rchased three
winÊer/spring 'client' outf its and two spring,/sutnmer _.
outfits-:boEñ on sale. The rest of the time at the office I
dress fairly casually, since it is both accepted and
significantly more eõonomical (particularly if you_want more
thãn 2 or 3 óutfits). I also purchased a number of
'regular'clothes from Stores like Au Coton which fit me now

and will be fine after pregnancy as weII."

"I do a lot of sewing for myself and \,'ras very disappointed
in the variety of patterns available, especially for the
work environment. "

"They are quite expensive. 9{hile attractive they are often
made cheapiy (cut õorners) - poor seams and finishing, etc.r'


